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Abstract
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Cell signaling controls basic cellular activities and coordinates cell actions, such as cell differentiation, division and growth. Consequently, errors in cellular signaling are responsible for diseases such as cancer, autoimmunity, and diabetes.

Executable biology describes mechanistic models of biological processes in a formal language that is dynamic and executable by a computer. Models in executable biology are able to capture complex behaviors of biological systems, such as time and concurrency. In addition, discrete modeling enables efficient algorithms to exhaustively explore spaces of models.

This thesis introduces tools to automatically infer executable models at different levels of abstraction from varied types of experimental data. In each case, we investigate identifiability of models when the provided experimental evidence and prior knowledge are varied. We make the following individual contributions:

- **TPS**: A framework for the automated inference of signed directed graphs modeling protein signaling networks, using time series data.
- **SBL**: A modeling language embedded in Scala for the automated synthesis of concurrent programs modeling cell fate decision using mutation experiments.
- **Karme**: A framework for investigating identifiability of asynchronous Boolean network models from single-cell gene expression data.

To evaluate our work, we apply our tools to in vivo, in vitro, and in silico data sets on cellular differentiation and protein signaling. We show that, through explicit characterization of ambiguities in input specifications, our approaches make unambiguous predictions supported by experimental evidence, and suggest new experiments that help disambiguate alternative explanations. Applied to epidermal growth factor signaling response data, TPS exhaustively explores all models that are consistent with the input, and makes predictions that are unambiguous
across the model space. These predictions are supported by further experimental validation. Using SBL, we synthesize valid models of cell fate decision in *C. elegans* vulval precursor cells, fixing a bug in previous modeling. We show the existence of internally different models that are behaviorally equivalent under all mutation experiments. One of the inferred models expresses a previously unknown biological hypothesis. Finally, we use Karme to synthesize models of myeloid cell differentiation from simulated noisy single-cell data, and demonstrate that experimental design can reveal key genes in the system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Biological systems are extremely complex, and are a combination of tightly-coupled systems at various levels of magnitude. At the molecular level, we have DNA, RNA, proteins, and metabolites. These molecules are parts of a cell, which in turn is a part of a tissue. Different tissues constitute the organs of an organism. Many organisms together form the ecosystem. At all these levels of details, the relationship between the elements are of great interest. The goal of this dissertation is to develop tools and techniques for automatically inferring models of biological processes at the levels of gene regulation as well as protein signaling, and, consequently, raise the level of automation in computational biology.

1.1 Background

Cellular control. In this dissertation, we focus on mechanisms for cell signaling. Cell signaling controls basic cellular activities and coordinates cell actions, such as cell division and growth, and controls cell differentiation. Therefore, errors in cellular signaling are responsible for diseases such as cancer, autoimmunity, and diabetes. We focus our attention on the interactions of proteins and genes, because proteins control and mediate the vast majority of biological processes in a living cell.

There are at least two practical reasons for studying cellular control networks:

- **Drug design**: Interactions between specific proteins are essential to all stages of development and homeostasis. Not surprisingly, many human diseases can be traced to aberrant protein-protein interactions, either through the loss of an essential interaction or through the formation of a protein complex at an inappropriate time or location [127]. Hence, a potential therapeutic strategy for treating a disease involves the drug-induced manipulation of protein-protein interactions whose malfunctioning contributes to that disease [158].

A recent example of how controlling cell development can lead to a therapeutic cure for a disease is found in the work by Solt et al. [142]. Solt et al. discovered a way to significantly
reduce diabetes in mice. Type I diabetes is a chronic autoimmune disease that occurs when the body’s immune system destroys insulin producing pancreatic β cells, resulting in insulin deficiency and hyperglycemia. Current treatments for type I diabetes focus on controlling blood sugar with insulin therapy and must continue throughout a person’s life. The method discovered by Solt et al. prevents the illness from developing rather than treating its symptoms. Their research built on the observation that T\textsubscript{H}17 cells have been linked to the autoimmune process that destroys β cells. Solt et al. [142] discovered two nuclear receptor transcription factors (ROR\textsubscript{α} and ROR\textsubscript{γ}) that play a critical role in the development of T\textsubscript{H}17 cells. Blocking these ROR receptors using SR1001 (a selective agonist developed by Solt et al.) significantly reduced diabetes in mice that were treated with it. As a result, the use of drugs that target the ROR receptors of the T\textsubscript{H}17 cells may offer a new treatment for the illness.

- **Induced pluripotency**: Pluripotency is a property of stem cells that refers to the potential to differentiate into any of the multiple possible germ layers. During mammalian development, cells gradually lose potential and become progressively differentiated to fulfill the specialized functions of somatic tissues. Induced pluripotency [144] artificially derives a pluripotent stem cell from a non-pluripotent cell by overexpressing a small set of proteins. Such induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) can then be redifferentiated into various cell types. Thus, iPSCs find uses in cell and tissue transplants without the risk of rejection that is commonly encountered. iPSCs also enable producing custom-tailored cells for the study and treatment of numerous human diseases, and replacing unsuitable animal and in-vitro models used previously [110, 160].

**Mechanistic models.** A mechanistic model is one where the basic elements of the model have a direct correspondence to the underlying mechanisms in the system being modeled. In contrast, empirical models are solely based on direct observation and measurement, with no understanding of the underlying system. Consequently, mechanistic models have greater predictive power.

One of the simplest and most widely-used example of a mechanistic model used in computational biology is protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks. A PPI network identifies which proteins interact with each other. PPI can be visualized as an undirected or directed graph in which nodes represent proteins and an edge represents whether two proteins interact [161, 125]. The topology of such a graph abstraction can provide insights into the importance of a particular protein [72].

A signaling pathway model may represent each protein type as a single node, where the state of the node is the discretized concentration of the protein, and represent interactions between proteins as edges. Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) are represented similarly, where each node represents one protein, and an edge from one protein to another means that the first protein (a transcription factor) binds the DNA that encodes the second protein.
Mechanistic models are especially useful in understanding cell signaling, as illustrated below:

- **Drug design:** A purely empirical approach to identifying which genes and proteins are involved in a disease is to look for genes whose expression differs significantly in the healthy and diseased cell. Having narrowed down such differentially expressed genes, we can try out different mechanisms to activate or inhibit corresponding proteins. However, such an empirical approach does not lead to a proper understanding of the side effects of the treatment. To be able to forecast such side effects, it is critical to understand the system-wide effect of activating or inhibiting a particular protein-protein interaction [66, 11]. For instance, questions about the other tissue-specific effects of ROR inhibition in TH17 cells remain in the work by Solt et al. [142]. Thus, identifying new therapeutic methods and understanding their side effects requires synthesizing a mechanistic model of cellular control.

- **Induced pluripotency:** The main observation behind induced pluripotency was that transcription factors are key determinants of cell fate. Thus, by forcing the expression of certain transcription factors we can reprogram adult cells into pluripotent cells. Recently, Dunn et al. [41] synthesized a mechanistic model that explains observed mouse embryonic stem (ES) cell behavior. Their model revealed the essential program controlling cell pluripotency. This model also accurately predicted responses to genetic perturbation, which illustrates the extrapolatory power of mechanistic models. Furthermore, more general forms of cellular reprogramming is also possible that converts one cell type into another directly, without the need to first revert the cell to an undifferentiated pluripotent state. For instance, researchers have identified sets of transcription factors that induce the conversion of pancreatic acinar cells into insulin-producing $\beta$ cells [175]. Identifying the mechanism for such cellular reprogramming entails building a mechanistic model of cellular control.

**Executable biology.** Executable biology describes mechanistic models of biological processes in a formal language that is dynamic and executable by a computer [44]. Thus, using such models biologists can simulate the underlying biological process on different input conditions. Furthermore, models in executable biology are able to capture complex behaviors of biological systems, such as time and concurrency. Such capabilities are required if we wish to capture the temporal and contextual signals underlying the protein interactions [117]. Apart from their explanatory and predictive uses, models for executable biology can be formally verified to ensure that they satisfy properties such as bi-stability, which implies that they are faithful models [20, 34, 32]. The simplest model for executable biology that models protein interactions is a directed graph in which each node $n$ represent protein $p$, and an edge directed from node $n_i$ to $n_j$ indicates that change in the activity of protein $p_i$ affects the activity of protein $p_j$. Thus,
while the (undirected) PPI network merely represents a physical binding relationship between proteins, the directed-graph model expresses a causation relationship. The work by Dunn et al. [41] described earlier is one recent instance illustrating the advantage of synthesizing models for executable biology. Dunn et al. synthesized a directed-graph model to explain observed mouse ES cell behavior. Though the gene regulatory circuit controlling whether ES cells self-renew or differentiate appears vast, the simplest model synthesized by Dunn et al., which explains observed behavior, consists of only 16 interactions, 12 components, and three inputs. In our work on modeling the epidermal growth factor receptor signaling mechanism, we use signed directed graphs to model protein interactions (Chapter 2).

Models in executable biology, however, go beyond simple signed directed networks. For instance, concurrent finite state machines capture the synchronization or the more complex logical relation among proteins. Various other types of models for executable biology exist, which capture different characteristics of the interaction between the nodes [78, 171, 36, 136, 131, 155, 134, 33]. For instance, in our work, we used an asynchronous Boolean network to model the developmental progress of vulval precursor cells in C. elegans (Chapter 3).

Challenges in Executable Biology. It is tempting to equate inferring executable models of biological processes to reverse engineering a high-level program from machine code [149, 121]. This analogy breaks down for the following reasons [29]. First, the granularity and precision of the data available when trying to reverse engineer a program is significantly better than for a biological system. It would be every biologist’s dream to insert a break-point into a cell and non-destructively analyze the state of the system! In contrast, biologists have access to sparse information of multiple types. Hence, to infer an executable model we have to rely on indirect inference and collate multiple sources of data. Even then some level of ambiguity must be accepted. Second, biological systems tend to be very noisy with multiple side conditions and experimental anomalies. Biologists often develop intuitions to weed out unimportant phenomena. These biological intuitions and assumptions need to be incorporated when inferring an executable model.

1.2 Existing Tools for Modeling Biological Systems as Boolean Networks

We now briefly describe other tools available to biologists who are studying cell signaling networks, focusing on the modeling of systems as Boolean networks. We categorize such tools into three types as follows:

• **Visualization tools**: Tools such as Cytoscape [132], PathVisio [69], BioSPICE [54], and Pathway Studio [106] are platforms for visualizing biological networks. Cytoscape, for instance, allows networks to be integrated with annotations, gene expression profiles and
other data. Limited forms of network analysis, such as identifying motifs, is possible in Cytoscape via the use of plug-ins. However, none of these tools are capable of synthesizing the network model from experimental data. BioTapestry [92] is a tool for visualization and simulation gene regulatory networks (GRNs).

- **Analysis tools:** BoolNet [104] is an R package that computes attractors for synchronous and asynchronous Boolean networks. Antelope [6] is a model checker for analyzing asynchronous Boolean networks that describe GRNs. BioModel Analyzer (BMA) [19] allows the user to create a model of the biological network using a graphical interface. The tool then translates this graphical model into a Quantitative Network [131] to prove stabilization of the model [34]. Z34Bio [168, 167] is an SMT-based analysis tool for gene regulatory and chemical reaction networks. It encodes the verification problem into a formula in bit-vector logic, and uses bounded model checking to verify properties of biological networks.

- **Synthesis tools:** Recently, the Z34Bio tool has been extended to perform synthesis of GRNs using gene expression data [109]. This work uses a synchronous execution model based on semantics proposed in prior work [116]. CellNOptR [148] derives a Boolean logic model from a prior knowledge network (PKN, i.e., a network obtained from literature or expert knowledge) and trains it against perturbation data.

GenePath [177] derives a signed directed graph representing a GRN using gene expression data. Thus, this tool does not support synthesizing richer logical relations between genes.

**1.3 Overview**

The work presented in this dissertation tackles the following challenges in synthesis of models for executable biology:

- **Choosing the level of modeling abstraction:** The type of model depends on the nature of the experimental data available and the eventual use of the model. As more data and constraints are added, we may wish to increase the level of detail of the model. On the other hand, decreasing the level of detail may help summarize alternative models in the (common) case when data are ambiguous.

- **Incorporating prior knowledge and assumptions:** We allow biologists to specify prior knowledge or assumptions in the form of partial models (or sketches) and constraints.

- **Joint inference from diverse experimental evidence.** Models are synthesized using different types of experimental data such as mutation experiments, time series data, or single-cell gene expression profile. Our methods are designed to handle measurement errors and sparsity in experimental data.
• **Summarizing ambiguity:** It is possible that even with the data and assumptions, the model is underdetermined. Thus, it is imperative in some cases that we succinctly summarize all possible valid models.

• **Suggesting disambiguating experiments:** When multiple possible models exist, our approaches suggest experiments whose outcomes would reduce ambiguity.

We develop computational program synthesis techniques [94, 141] to produce established models of cell signaling, such as gene regulatory networks (GRNs) and signaling pathways [78, 27, 36, 42, 59, 129, 173, 130]. These models operate at the level of concentrations of entities (such as proteins and RNA), rather than at the level of individual molecules. These models are a good match for data-driven inference because experimental methods often capture concentrations of components (e.g., RNA sequencing reveals the presence of RNA; and mass spectrometry reveals protein abundance).

Our methods synthesize models from experimental data, which we view as execution traces of the program that models the system. Experiments are abstract traces, in that the measurement does not capture the concentration of all proteins at all times points of the execution:

1. **Mutation experiments** can be viewed as input–output examples, where the mutation of genes provide an initial configuration as the system input, and the observed phenotype after the experiment is performed is the output computed in terms of the input [85].

2. **Time series data** obtained by phosphoproteomics mass spectrometry analyses can be abstracted into timing events corresponding to significant changes in the phosphorylation levels of proteins. These timing events can then be used as a partial order on when proteins are activated, leading to inference of how they interact with each other over time [86].

3. **Single-cell gene expression profiles** can be viewed as the states of a program, where each profile is a vector of binary (or richer) values indicating whether individual genes are expressed or not. These vectors can be viewed as the state space of the execution of a program; a model is a program that explains the transitions made between the experimentally observed states [152].

We describe our models as Boolean networks, which appear sufficiently powerful to describe these abstract traces. A **Boolean network** with binary state values can be defined by a finite set of variable states \( x \in \{0,1\}^n \), a global activation function \( F : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\}^n \), where \( F(x) = (f_1(x), \ldots, f_n(x)) \), and an update schedule \( s \). The update schedule specifies in which order the local activation functions \( f_i \) are applied in each iteration of the evaluation [5].

Boolean networks constitute a flexible basis for a range of biological models. Using the same update schedule at each iteration of the evaluation leads to a deterministic execution of the BN, while non-deterministic execution can be modeled by allowing different update schedules at each iteration. The degree of non-determinism can range from full asynchrony, where the local
functions can be applied in any arbitrary order throughout execution, to a fully synchronous system where each state is updated simultaneously and atomically. Other execution semantics exist in between, where nodes are partitioned into blocks that update synchronously, but blocks can be scheduled in arbitrary order. The number of states of each node can also show variation, in that the states can be binary or multi-valued. Finally, there can also be syntactic restrictions on the shape of the Boolean functions: They can range from finite state machines, to functions with 1-arity that appear in tree-shaped graph models.

Next, we give an overview of our main contributions in Boolean modeling of biological systems. For each contribution, we review a case study that motivates the choice of modeling language, in terms of the challenges posed by existing experimental data and prior knowledge. In each context, we discuss how model spaces are summarized, and how our approaches help suggest experiments to reduce ambiguity in the model space.

Chapter 2: Synthesizing Signaling Pathways from Temporal Phosphoproteomic Data

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling is a well-studied mechanism, and malfunction of the EGFR pathway is linked to many forms of human cancer [172]. Emerging experimental methods provide novel insight into the EGFR mechanism in the context of different organisms or environmental conditions. New data comes in the form of high-throughput, temporal phosphorylation experiments, measuring protein phosphorylation at given discrete time points after stimulating the receptor. Phosphorylation is used as a proxy of protein activity, and is therefore used to infer how proteins behave as a response to the stimulus. Our goal is to reconstruct pathway models from experimental data and produce novel protein interaction predictions that are candidates for experimental validation.

Experimental data. We tackle this network inference problem using multiple experimental data sources. First, a large database of protein-protein interactions (the PPI network) in the form of a weighted undirected graph gives insight into the likelihood of physical, pairwise protein interactions. Second, temporal phosphoproteomics data is used to identify proteins relevant to the system being studied, and to impose a partial order on the dynamic behavior of proteins. Finally, a database of kinase-substrate interactions describes the interaction direction for some of the edges in the PPI network (Figure 2.1).

Prior knowledge and assumptions Our approach obtains a partial model for the synthesis task by applying a graph-theoretic algorithm to prune down the PPI network into a smaller, undirected network that reveals undirected interactions that are relevant to the modeled system [67]. In addition, we make the (biologist-supplied) assumption of a single, monotonic change in the phosphorylation level of a protein when interpreting the time series data. Further
assumptions can be made on the network structure, such as favoring shorter path lengths, and prioritizing paths that contain certain proteins.

**Modeling language.** As described in Chapter 2, we infer partial orders of activity between proteins from the time series data. Partial orders, joined with the assumption that a single state change during the observation occurs per protein, imply that the semantics of signed directed graphs is a sufficient language for expressing models of protein-protein interaction. In other words, more accurate models (such as general BNs where functions show how proteins depend on each other) cannot be inferred from the experimental data and the assumption-induced constraints. These graphs are a restricted form of Boolean networks, where each node in the network (except for the stimulated source nodes) has one predecessor. The binary state of a node changes after its predecessor shows activity, in terms of the sign of the directed edge between them. The execution is deterministic, and nodes are updated in topological order.

**Summarization.** Due to the data being underconstrained, the network inference task typically admits a considerable number of network models, making exhaustive enumeration of solutions intractable. The solution space is summarized into the union of all signed directed trees that agree with the experimental data and the assumptions. The resulting aggregate structure shows which edges have an unambiguous direction or sign across all valid models. These high-confidence predictions are candidates for experimental validation through more specific methods that target individual interactions. We have built a tool, the Temporal Pathway Synthesizer (TPS), and applied to EGFR Flp-In HEK-293 cells stimulated with and EGF ligand, inferring a summary network of 413 edges, in which 202 edges are assigned a unique direction, and 38 edges are assigned a unique direction and sign. The directed interactions predicted in the EGFR model are supported by prior literature, and interactions that are not present in literature are supported by experimental validation through the inhibition of upstream nodes [86].

**Disambiguating experiments.** TPS’s ability to show that an edge has the same orientation and sign in all valid models provides a means to focus on predictions that are strongly supported by experimental data. In our work, we focused on validation of high-confidence predictions for which only one of the two proteins appeared in EGF reference pathways.

**Chapter 3: Synthesis of Biological Models from Mutation Experiments**

The *C. elegans* vulval precursor cells (VPC) system provides an important paradigm for studying animal development, and its malfunction is linked with cancer [49, 146]. The biological problem is to understand how VPCs coordinate to determine their fate. Specifically, we want to understand which pairwise protein interactions are involved in cell fate decision, and how the same fate decision can robustly be made in a time-sensitive manner between the cells.
Figure 1.1. TPS takes as input multiple datasets, in the form of time series data, topological information, and additional prior knowledge about the system in the form of edge orientations. It produces all Boolean networks that satisfy all constraints imposed by input components, in the form of a summary graph.

**Experimental data.** Over many decades, multiple mutation experiments have been performed by many labs to help uncover the signaling mechanism in the VPC system. These experiments are performed by systematically mutating combinations of genes, known to transcribe specific proteins, and then observing the fate decision made by all VPC cells. While the mutation-free, wild-type scenario always leads to the same fate decision pattern, some mutations introduce non-deterministic outcomes by leading the system to produce multiple cell fate patterns in different runs of the same initial configuration.

**Prior knowledge.** Some of the cell signaling events between proteins are well-established, and are part of existing literature. Meanwhile, some other proteins exhibit complex behavior, responding to the abundance of other proteins in a time-sensitive manner. Prior knowledge about the system can be modeled in terms of syntactic restrictions on the functions (e.g. which protein may influence another), as well as semantic ones (when one protein is known to activate or inhibit another). In our work, we integrate both kinds of prior knowledge.

**Modeling language.** The formalism for modeling the VPC system needs to be expressive enough for reproducing the non-deterministic output of the system and its time-sensitive behavior. Protein abundance is discretized into multiple levels, and each protein is represented as a finite-state machine. Activation or inhibition of a protein by another one is modeled by allowing the finite state machine to read the state of other finite state machines. Each cell is modeled as a network of proteins, which are updated synchronously. To model different rates of progress for the cells, which leads to non-deterministic outcomes, cells are scheduled to update asynchronously by a non-deterministic scheduler. We have designed SBL, a domain-specific language for expressing such models, and built SBLSYNTH, a tool for synthesizing models in this language from mutation experiment data and the prior knowledge given as a partial model (Figure 1.2).
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

**Summarization.** Synthesis enables a succinct characterization of spaces of valid VPC models in terms of the outcome they produce. In our work, we designed queries built on top of our synthesis approach to find out whether a given biological hypothesis (given as prior knowledge about the network topology) is consistent with current experimental knowledge (i.e. whether there exists a valid model that is a completion of the program sketch describing the hypothesis). We used SBLSynth to explore spaces of models that correspond to different biological hypotheses, and found distinct hypotheses that are consistent with existing experimental knowledge. In addition, we developed a specification minimization query to identify a minimal set of experiments that are nonredundant with respect to existing knowledge about the system. If one wants to validate experiments about the system, it is sufficient to perform the minimal set of experiments because it defines an unambiguous specification.

**Disambiguating experiments.** In SBLSynth, we extended model synthesis to answer additional queries to help guide the experimental procedure. Our tool searches the space of models to find alternative explanations that agree on all known experiments, but differ on a future experiment. The tool also computes disambiguating experiments, which, when performed, can help rule out alternative models (Figure 1.2).

**Figure 1.2.** SBLSynth takes a partial model and experimental data as input. It produces a completion of the partial model in the form of finite state machines. In case there are multiple models that satisfy the specification, SBLSynth can suggest a novel experiment that will distinguish between the two models.
Chapter 4: Investigating the Identifiability of Boolean Network Models from Single-Cell Data

Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) are principal mechanisms governing stem cell behavior, controlling self-renewal and differentiation of cells. They also play a crucial role in embryo development. Understanding GRNs is important for manipulating them, to generate specific cell types in the context of regenerative medicine, and also for developing targeted therapies against cancer. Single-cell gene expression measurements, coupled with algorithms to infer their temporal order, offer a high-resolution view of the temporal behavior of GRNs. We aim to use single-cell data to infer Boolean network models that capture the combinatorial relationships between genes in regulatory networks.

![Image of single-cell data, state transition graph, and Boolean network model]

**Figure 1.3.** KARME takes single-cell gene expression profiles as input. It produces a state transition graph that is then used to synthesize Boolean network models of gene regulatory networks. The state transition graph and Boolean network model shown in this figure were introduced in [88].

**Experimental data.** There exists a wealth of single-cell experimental data sets for studying GRNs during cellular differentiation, sampling different developmental stages [169, 152, 51]. Single-cell assays profile hundreds to thousands of cells, and provides gene expression levels of individual cells, revealing heterogeneous cell subpopulations. In our work, we use *in silico* single-cell measurements obtained by the simulation of a well-established model of myeloid differentiation [88] (Figure 1.3).

**Prior knowledge and assumptions.** Motivated by prior examples of GRN models, Boolean functions can be restricted to a specific syntactic form. Additionally, assumptions are made on the developmental trajectories of cells through the state space: A vast array of methods from recent literature aim to reveal cell lineages by ordering individual cells along inferred trajectories [150, 145]. When viewing the single-cell measurements as a discrete state space...
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Graph where adjacency is defined by having a Hamming distance of 1, shortest paths leading to the desired final states may be preferred execution traces [159].

Modeling language. GRNs are modeled as asynchronous Boolean networks, where each single-cell measurement is viewed as one state of the network. The network is executed by non-deterministically choosing one gene update function and applying it to the current state. Each state differs from the previous one by the expression level of exactly one gene. This formalism allows capturing branching non-deterministic executions from the same initial stem cell state to distinct final stable attractor states.

Summarization. The space of all valid GRN models can be explored to find gene update functions that can only take a unique value given the experimental data and observations. Update functions that can be unambiguously inferred are high-confidence predictions that are prioritized for validation.

Disambiguating experiments. In our work, we developed an experimental design approach that identifies perturbation experiments that lead to the greatest difference between alternative models [9]. Our approach allows the customization of the spaces of candidate experiments and of the metric used to differentiate models. We demonstrate that the particular choice of the model difference metric affects the ability to identify genes that play a key role in the differentiation of myeloid cells.

1.4 Collaborators and Publications

Work described in this thesis was introduced in prior publications [85, 86], and is joint work with the following collaborators: Kirsten Beck, Rastislav Bodík, Nathan D. Camp, Dylan R. Cronin, Jasmin Fisher, Ernest Fraenkel, Anthony Gitter, Matthew E. MacGilvray, Aaron McKenna, Nir Piterman, Yewen Pu, Saurabh Srivastava, Aditya V. Thakur, Alejandro Wolf-Yadlin, Nir Yosef.
Chapter 2

Synthesizing Signaling Pathways from Temporal Phosphoproteomic Data

Advances in proteomics reveal that pathway databases fail to capture the majority of cellular signaling activity. Our mass spectrometry study of the dynamic epidermal growth factor (EGF) response demonstrates that over 89% of significantly (de)phosphorylated proteins are excluded from individual EGF signaling maps, and 63% are absent from all annotated pathways. We present a computational method, the Temporal Pathway Synthesizer (TPS), to discover missing pathway elements by modeling temporal phosphoproteomic data. TPS uses constraint solving to exhaustively explore all possible structures for a signaling pathway, eliminating structures that are inconsistent with protein-protein interactions or the observed phosphorylation event timing. Applied to our EGF response data, TPS connects 83% of the responding proteins to receptors and signaling proteins in EGF pathway maps. Inhibiting predicted active kinases supports the TPS pathway model. The TPS algorithm is broadly applicable and also recovers an accurate model of the yeast osmotic stress response.

2.1 Introduction

High-throughput proteomic assays have illuminated the amazing breadth and complexity of the signal transduction pathways that cells employ to respond to extracellular cues. In addition to quantifying protein abundance, these technologies are now routinely used to quantify protein post-translational modifications (PTMs). Mass spectrometry, in particular, offers a broad view of PTMs, quantifying various modifications such as phosphorylation, ubiquitination, acetylation, and methylation [28]. In contrast to microwestern arrays [30], reverse phase protein arrays [114], mass cytometry [17], and other high-throughput antibody-based assays, mass spectrometry is not restricted to a predefined list of proteins and can detect tens of thousands of phosphopeptides [135]. Here we show how to discover new facets of signaling cascades from complex proteomic data by integrating observed PTMs with existing knowledge of protein interactions.
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Many gaps persist in our understanding of phosphorylation signaling cascades. For example, our mass spectrometry experiments show that nearly all proteins that are significantly (de)phosphorylated when the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is stimulated are absent from EGFR pathway maps. The low overlap is consistent with previous temporal phosphoproteomic studies of mammalian signaling [22, 40, 68]. Discordance between mass spectrometry studies and pathway databases is partly caused by extensive crosstalk among pathways [16] and context-specific interactions [63]. In addition, protein abundance varies greatly among human cells and tissues [81], and interactions from a pathway database are irrelevant when the proteins involved are not expressed. Moreover, perturbations and disease can rewire signaling pathways [115].

Network inference algorithms can explain the phosphorylation events that lie outside of canonical pathways and complement existing manually curated pathway maps. Specialized algorithms model time series data, which contain information about the ordering of phosphorylation changes and can support causal instead of correlative modeling [12]. Temporal protein signaling information can be used to reconstruct more accurate and complete networks than a single static snapshot of the phosphoproteome.

A complementary challenge to interpreting off-pathway phosphorylation is that the cellular stimulus response includes mechanisms that are not captured in phosphoproteomic datasets. There is an interplay between phosphorylation changes and other integral parts of signaling cascades because phosphorylation can affect protein stability, subcellular localization, and recognition of interaction partners [105]. Ubiquitination and other PTMs are not measured in phosphoproteomic studies, and not all phosphorylated proteins are detected by mass spectrometry. Additional information is required to infer comprehensive signaling cascades that include non-differentially phosphorylated proteins.

Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks can be used for this purpose by identifying the chain of interactions that connect observed phosphorylation events. For example, MAP2K1 phosphorylation is not detected in our EGF response data, but our approach uses PPI to correctly determine that it is the kinase that controls MAPK1 and MAPK3 phosphorylation.

We present the Temporal Pathway Synthesizer, a method to assemble temporal phosphoproteomic data into signaling pathways that extend far beyond existing canonical maps. “Synthesizer” refers to our application of computational program synthesis techniques [94, 141] to produce pathway models from experimental data [47], not synthetic biology [18]. TPS overcomes both of the aforementioned challenges in interpreting phosphoproteomic data: modeling signaling events that are not captured by pathway databases and including non-phosphorylated proteins in the predicted pathway structures. The TPS workflow consists of multiple steps (Figure 2.1).

In the first step, TPS transforms a PPI graph into a condition-specific network by using mass spectrometry data to filter out irrelevant interactions. We adopt the prize-collecting Steiner forest (PCSF) [151] network algorithm to connect differentially phosphorylated proteins through high-confidence paths that may include non-phosphorylated proteins. Like nearly all existing
Figure 2.1. TPS workflow: First, the PPI graph is combined with the phosphorylation data to obtain a condition-specific network (Step 1.1). Algorithms used in this step do not model the temporal information. Separately, the time series data are converted into discrete timed signaling events (Step 1.2). TPS then defines a space of models that agree with the data by transforming the timed events, undirected network topology, and prior knowledge (kinase-substrate interaction directions in this study) into a set of constraints (Step 2). Our system summarizes a huge solution space by computing the union of all signed directed graph models that satisfy the given constraints (Step 3). The final pathway model predicts how a subset of generic physical protein interactions coordinate to respond to a specific stimulus in a particular cellular context.
network algorithms, PCSF cannot use temporal information.

In the second step, TPS finds the orientation and sign of edges in the condition-specific interaction graph based on the order of the phosphorylation events. Phosphorylation timing is modeled separately for each observed phosphorylation site on a protein. TPS systematically explores all possible pathway models, where each model is a signed, directed graph that explains how signaling messages propagate from the stimulated source protein. In the final step, TPS summarizes the valid models into a single aggregate network that explicitly tracks ambiguous predictions. Summarization gives insight into which edges must always take a unique sign and direction across the whole solution space and enables analysis of the large number of candidate models. We created an interactive visualization tool, the Temporal Pathway Visualizer (TPV), to display the summary network alongside the temporal phosphoproteomic data (Figure 2.2).

We use EGFR-mediated signaling as our primary model system for temporal phosphoproteomic and TPS analysis. TPS recovers a network that explains how EGF-responsive proteins are activated or inhibited via chains of physical interactions stemming from the EGF receptor. The highest-confidence TPS predictions are well-supported by prior knowledge and consistent with follow-up kinase inhibitions. In addition, we model the yeast osmotic stress response, recovering many of the core pathway components and predicting kinase targets that are supported by independent perturbation data. These insights into well-characterized human and yeast pathways exemplify the ability of TPS to produce condition-specific pathway maps.

2.2 Overview

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, our algorithm receives three types of input: a time series mass spectrometry phosphoproteomic analysis of a stimulus response, an undirected graph obtained by filtering a large PPI network to identify interactions that are relevant to the differentially phosphorylated proteins, and optional prior knowledge about interaction directions (for example, kinase-substrate relationships).

The undirected input graph is obtained through a static analysis in which the significantly changing proteins are overlaid on a network of physical protein interactions. A network algorithm recovers connections among the affected proteins, simultaneously removing interactions that do not form critical connections between these proteins and nominating hidden proteins that do, even if they are not themselves phosphorylated. The specific criteria used to select proteins and interactions vary based on the network algorithm. Here we use PCSF [151], but we have also successfully applied ResponseNet [164], MEO [56], and TimeXNet [113, 112] for this step.

Our method combines the input data to recover pathways embedded in the network that agree with the temporal data. TPS transforms the input into logical constraints that determine which pathway models can explain the observed phosphoproteomic data. Topological constraints stem from the filtered PPI network and require that phosphorylated proteins are
Figure 2.2. The Temporal Pathway Visualizer supports exploring a network and time series data interactively. Users can select network nodes to filter the time series view or select time series data to highlight the corresponding network nodes.
connected to the source of stimulation, such as EGF, by a cascade of signaling events. These signaling events propagate along the edges of the filtered PPI network. Temporal constraints ensure that the order of the signaling events is consistent with the timing of the phosphorylation changes. If protein B is downstream of protein A on the pathway, B cannot be activated or inhibited before A. Lastly, prior knowledge constraints guarantee that if the direction or sign of an interaction is known in advance, the pathway may not contain the edge with the opposite direction or sign. Typically, many possible pathways meet all constraints, so TPS summarizes the entire collection of valid pathways and identifies interactions that are used with the same direction or sign across all models. A symbolic solver reasons with these logical constraints and produces the pathway summary without explicitly enumerating all possible pathway models.

To illustrate this process, consider a hypothetical signaling pathway that contains a receptor node A and six other downstream proteins that respond when A is stimulated (Figure 2.3 A). We cannot directly observe the pathway structure but seek to infer it from the types of data shown in Figure 2.3 B - D. The first input is time series mass spectrometry data measuring the response to stimulating the receptor (node A), which detects phosphorylation activity for six proteins. Node B is absent from the phosphorylation data because it is ubiquitinated, not phosphorylated, by A. The second input is an undirected graph, which reveals high-confidence protein-protein interactions. These are detected independently of the stimulation condition but filtered based on their presumed relevance to the responding proteins with an algorithm such as PCSF. By combining phosphorylation data with the PPI subnetwork, this topology can recover "hidden" components of the pathway that are not phosphorylated (node B). Finally, our method accepts prior knowledge of directed kinase-substrate or phosphatase-substrate interactions, such as the edge C->D. Each of these inputs can be used individually to restrict the space of plausible pathway models. However, reasoning about them jointly produces a greater number of unambiguous predictions than considering each resource separately.

TPS exhaustively explores all signed, directed tree-structured pathway models, which are obtained by assigning signs and directions to edges of the undirected graph while restricting this space of networks through declarative constraints. These constraints are derived from the input. We next describe the constraints and how they restrict the space of models.

To formulate temporal constraints, we transform the time series data into a set of discrete signaling events (activation or inhibition) for each node, taking an event-based view of the signaling process (Table 2.1). We determine time points for each node that correspond to statistically significant phosphorylation changes. These discrete events are then used to rule out network models that contain signed, directed paths that violate the temporal ordering of these events no matter which event is chosen for each node. For example, there can be no edge from E to D in any model because D is activated strictly earlier than E regardless of whether E is activated at 1-2 min or 2-5 min. Because the time series data measures the response to a specific stimulus, we also devise topological constraints that ensure all signaling activity originates from this source. In our example, this asserts that all edges in a solution network must be on a directed path that starts at node A. Finally, our third input, the set of directed interactions,
Figure 2.3. An artificial example illustrating the inputs to TPS. A) The signaling pathway that responds to stimulation of node A. The colored boxes on each node show the time at which the protein is activated or inhibited and begins influencing its downstream neighbor, with the leftmost position indicating the earlier time point. Red boxes are increases in activity, blue boxes are decreases, and white boxes are inactive time points. The left position indicates the activity at 0 to 1 min, the center position at 1 to 2 min, and the right position at 2 to 5 min. B) The first input is time series phosphorylation data of the response to stimulating node A. C) The second input is an undirected graph of high-confidence interactions that can recover hidden components that do not appear in the temporal data, such as node B. D) The last input is prior knowledge of the pathway or the protein-protein interactions, expressed as (unsigned) directed edges. We represent unsigned edges with a circular arrowhead. Here, we have one such interaction, which is from C to D.
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Table 2.1. Plausible signaling events inferred for each node through a statistical analysis of the time series phosphorylation data. Although B is ubiquitinated in the 0-1 min interval, this is not observed in the phosphoproteomic input data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Plausible temporal signaling events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Activated 0-1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Activated or inhibited at any time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Inhibited 0-1 min or 2-5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Activated 0-1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Activated 1-2 min or 2-5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Activated 0-1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Activated 0-1 min or 1-2 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

requires that no model violates this prior knowledge by including an edge from D to C.

We show in Figure 2.4 the pathway models that can be learned using each type of constraint alone and by asserting them jointly. When we enforce only temporal constraints, which corresponds to reasoning locally with phosphorylation data for pairs of nodes to see if one signaling event strictly precedes another, we obtain a single precise (signed and directed) prediction from D to E (Figure 2.4 A). The topological constraints by themselves are sufficient to orient edges from the source A and from node D because D forms a bottleneck (Figure 2.4 B). The prior knowledge constrains the direction of the edge from C to D, but its sign remains unknown (Figure 2.4 C). Jointly enforcing all of these constraints has a nontrivial impact on the solution space (Figure 2.4 D). For instance, we can infer that F must activate G. If the edge direction were reversed, F would be downstream of E, but the data show that activation of F precedes activation of E. The final model that includes all available data closely resembles the true pathway structure (Figure 2.3 A). The edges incident to node B are ambiguous, and the interaction between E and G cannot be uniquely oriented, but all other interactions are recovered.

The summary for the combination of all constraints produces precise predictions that cannot be obtained by intersecting the summaries for the individual types of constraints. For instance, TPS infers that the relationship between F and G must be an activation from F to G because the sole way G can reach F in a tree rooted at A is through E, but F’s activation precedes E’s. This inference cannot be made by combining the models in panels A, B, and C. The simple example also highlights the differences in how the TPS constraint-based approach improves upon related methods based on correlation or the time point of maximum phosphorylation change.

2.3 Pathway Synthesis

TPS takes the undirected network of interactions produced by the PCSF algorithm and transforms it into a collection of signed, directed graphs that provide an explanation of dynamic signaling events.
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Figure 2.4. Summary graphs obtained by aggregating (via graph union) all possible signed, directed tree models for different constraints obtained from: A) time series data, B) graph topology, C) prior knowledge (in this example, kinase-substrate interaction directions), and D) all three types of input at the same time. If an edge has a unique sign and direction in a summary graph (colored green and red for activations and inhibitions, respectively), this means there are no valid models that assign a different orientation or sign to that edge. Edges that can have any combination of sign and direction in different models are gray without an arrowhead.

Discretization of Time Series Data

To find pathway models that agree with the phosphorylation dynamics, TPS first performs a discretization step that determines time intervals in which each protein may be differentially phosphorylated. The discrete set of activation and inhibition state changes is then used to rule out networks that violate the observed temporal behavior.

The transformation consists of finding time points for each profile where phosphorylation significantly differs from either the baseline (pre-stimulation) or the previous time point. In the baseline comparison, this time point is accepted only if it is not preceded by an earlier, larger change with respect to the baseline. If there is a hypothetical phosphorylation level at which the protein is activated and acts upon its downstream targets, a signaling event occurs only at the first time this threshold value is reached. This criterion does not apply when comparing to the phosphorylation level at the previous time point. In our EGF study, we use Tukey’s HSD test to find significant differential phosphorylation. If comparing a time point to the baseline or
the previous measurement produces a p-value below a user-defined threshold, the time point is marked as a possible activation or inhibition event depending on whether the phosphorylation level increased or decreased relative to the earlier time point to which it was compared.

As an example, when we consider the profile for node E in Figure 2.3 B, we find that both two and five minutes are time points where phosphorylation increases significantly relative to the previous time point (Table 2.1). As a result, both time points mark possible activation intervals. Even though the last measurement for node G significantly differs from the baseline, it does not constitute a possible activation because it is preceded by a larger value at 2 minutes. The hidden nodes for which there is no phosphorylation data (e.g., node B) are temporally unconstrained. They permit both activation and inhibition as possible state changes at all time intervals.

**Modeling Assumptions**

Characteristics of the time series data directly influence our modeling assumptions. We assume at most one signaling event happens for every node across time points. Our logical solver can explore all possible activation and inhibition events for every node, but our experience shows that the data are too ambiguous to extend our interpretation beyond one event per node when modeling a single type of stimulation (such as EGF response). We also observe that, in the absence of perturbation experiments that test the pathway behavior under different initial conditions, it is impossible to distinguish between different Boolean logic functions governing the behavior of each node (AND/OR semantics) and whether a node exhibits activity in response to one or multiple predecessors. We therefore opt for signed, directed trees as our formalism for representing pathway models because they provide a sufficient basis for explaining the dynamic system behavior under these assumptions.

**Translating Input into Constraints**

TPS transforms each input into a set of constraints that declaratively specify valid signed, directed tree models that agree with the data. These constraints are expressed as Boolean formulas with linear integer arithmetic, ranging over symbolic variables that represent choices on edge signs and orientations as well as how the temporal data are interpreted. The constraints can then be solved by a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver to find a network model that satisfies all constraints along with dynamic timing annotations for each interaction in the network.

Using constraints, we restrict the possible orientation and sign assignments to signed, directed tree networks rooted at the source node (e.g., EGF). Furthermore, constraints express how every tree model must agree with the time series data by establishing a correspondence between the order of nodes on tree paths and their temporal order of activity according to the time series data. Finally, we declaratively rule out models that contradict the prior knowledge
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of kinase-substrate interaction directions. In the following, we detail how such constraints are derived from the input.

A symbolic signed, directed graph that assigns a sign and direction to each edge in (a subgraph of) the undirected input graph can be represented by maintaining four Boolean variables per edge, one for each sign-orientation combination. The truth value of a variable denotes whether there is an edge with the corresponding sign and orientation in the solution network. To find a tree network model rooted at the stimulated source node, we need to constrain these truth values. First, we assert that at most one of these four variables can be true. The case where all four variables are false corresponds to the undirected edge being excluded from the solution network. Then, we assert that there are no cycles in the solution graph. To implement the acyclicity constraint, we maintain one integer-valued variable per node and assert that the integer values along all directed paths must monotonically increase. Finally, we assert that if a non-source node has an outgoing edge, it must have an incoming edge as well. This prevents modeling spurious phosphorylation changes that are not caused by the source’s stimulation. These constraints together guarantee that we obtain a tree network model in which all edges are on a directed path originating at the source node.

Example 2.1 The edge \((A, B)\) in the undirected graph shown in Figure 2.3 C, like all other edges in the network, is translated into four Boolean variables, \(activation_{A,B}\), \(inhibition_{A,B}\), \(activation_{B,A}\), \(inhibition_{B,A}\). We ensure at most one variable is true by asserting that if one of the variables is true, the rest must be false. For instance, we assert:

\[
activation_{A,B} \Rightarrow \neg inhibition_{A,B} \land \neg activation_{B,A} \land \neg inhibition_{B,A}
\]

This means that if \(activation_{A,B}\) is true, the remaining variables must all be false. Both A and B have an associated integer variable, \(index_A\) and \(index_B\), and we state that if there is an edge from A to B, B must be assigned a greater value than A:

\[
activation_{A,B} \lor inhibition_{A,B} \Rightarrow index_A < index_B
\]

A similar constraint is asserted for the opposite direction. Finally, we create a constraint that requires B to have an incoming edge if it has an outgoing edge, based on its neighbors in the undirected graph:

\[
activation_{B,A} \lor inhibition_{B,A}activation_{B,D} \lor inhibition_{B,D} \Rightarrow
activation_{A,B} \lor inhibition_{A,B} \lor activation_{D,B} \lor inhibition_{D,B}
\]

These constraints together guarantee that a valid solution must be a tree network rooted at A.

While the above constraints will ensure that solutions satisfy topological properties, they don’t constrain models with respect to the temporal data. Using the temporal events computed from the time series data, TPS requires that the sequence of nodes in each signed, directed
path of a tree model must be supported by a corresponding temporally ordered sequence of phosphorylation events. In the example from Figure 2.3, there can be no models that include an edge from $E$ to $D$, because it is impossible for $E$ to precede $D$ in a directed path due to all possible activations of $E$ being later than the possible activation of $D$ (Table 2.1). The same example shows that the temporal ordering along paths can also have an effect beyond pairwise interactions. The sequence of nodes $E$, $G$, $F$ cannot appear on a directed path, even though both pairwise interactions are locally consistent because $E$ can only be activated strictly after $F$. Concretely, this constraint is enforced by keeping an integer-valued variable for each node, which corresponds to the choice of activation time for that node. The same is done for representing inhibitions, and we assert that at most one of the two events can occur. We restrict the values that the activation variable can take to the time points computed in the discretization step. Finally, we state that if there is an edge from $A$ to $B$ in the signed, directed tree, there must be corresponding choices of time points for $A$ and $B$ that support the interaction. An activation edge from $A$ to $B$ must be supported by the activation (respectively, inhibition) of $A$, succeeded by the activation (respectively, inhibition) of $B$; similarly, an inhibition from $A$ to $B$ requires finding an activation (respectively, inhibition) of $A$, succeeded by the inhibition (respectively, activation) of $B$.

Example 2.2 Consider the nodes $D$ and $E$ in Figure 2.3. We constrain activation choices for $D$ to be 0 (no activation) or 1 (the first time interval):

$$activation_D = 0 \lor activation_D = 1$$

Similarly, $E$ is either not activated or is active in intervals 2 or 3:

$$activation_E = 0 \lor activation_E = 2 \lor activation_E = 3$$

Finally, we assert that if there is an activation from $D$ to $E$, both nodes must be activated or inhibited, in that order:

$$activation_{D,E} \implies activation_D \neq 0 \land activation_E \neq 0 \land activation_D \leq activation_E$$

We only show constraints for the activation of $E$ by $D$ through their successive activation events, the other cases are similar.

The last type of constraint that TPS enforces follows simply from the prior knowledge information. For all known kinase-substrate interactions (given as directed, unsigned edges), no pathway model can include an edge directed in the opposite orientation. This is implemented by ruling out certain values for the edge variables if data is available for a given edge. TPS currently represents kinase-substrate interactions as unsigned but could be trivially extended to treat kinase-substrate interactions as positive edges and phosphatase-substrate interactions as negative edges.
Example 2.3 In the example from Figure 2.3, we are given the kinase-substrate interaction $C \rightarrow D$. As a result, we rule out the opposite direction:

$$\neg \text{activation}_{D,C} \land \neg \text{inhibition}_{D,C}$$

Together, these constraints typically define a very large space of candidate networks that agree with the data. TPS summarizes this space without explicitly enumerating all models.

**Pathway Summaries**

The space of all valid pathway models with timing annotations defined by the constraints we specified is typically very large, and enumerating all models is not computationally feasible. Given an undirected network $G$ with $V$ nodes and $E$ edges, along with $T$ time points, there are $5^E$ ways of assigning a sign and orientation to edges of $G$ and $(T \cdot 2 + 1)^V$ ways of assigning timing annotations to its nodes. Even for a network with 200 edges, the number of possible sign and orientation assignments is $6 \cdot 10^{139}$. TPS can reason with even larger state spaces by producing summaries of all valid pathways instead of explicitly enumerating them.

We define a summary network as the graph union of all signed, directed tree networks that satisfy the stated constraints. Timing annotations are summarized by computing the set of possible annotations for each node over all solutions. Figure 2.4 shows an example of a pathway summary obtained by computing the union of all valid models in the solution space. In this union, we observe that some edges have a unique direction and sign combination, which signifies that this was the only observed signed, directed edge between two given edges across the solution space. However, this does not guarantee that the edge between the interacting proteins must be present in all valid pathway models. Meanwhile, when there are multiple direction and sign combinations between two nodes (e.g. between $B$ and $D$), we know that multiple models have a different direction or sign assignment for the pair of nodes. The fourth summary graph indicates that at least two models contain an edge between $B$ and $D$ in opposite directions.

We compute the summary graph by performing a linear number of SMT solver queries in terms of the size of the input graph. Each query asks whether at least one signed, directed model contains a specific signed, directed edge. These individual queries are relatively computationally cheap in practice, and we can therefore have a view of the entire solution space without enumerating all models, which is typically intractable. The summary graph over-approximates the solution space. It is not possible to recover the exact set of valid models from the summary, but only a superset of the models. This tradeoff must be made in order to analyze such a large state space.

The example summary in Figure 2.4 and the summary expansion in Figure 2.5 illustrate how this summary can contain a superset of the valid pathway models. There exists no valid model that contains an activation from $A$ to $B$ and an inhibition from $B$ to $D$. The existence
of the first edge dictates that $B$ is activated, which implies an inhibition from $B$ to $D$ would decrease $D$’s activity, contrary to what is observed in $D$’s temporal activity profile. However, the knowledge that the edges $A - B$ and $B - D$ must have the same sign is lost through the summarization process.

For visualization and analysis purposes, pathway summaries are depicted as interactions among proteins even though the temporal consistency constraints operate at the level of individual peptides when peptide-level data are available. The protein-level summaries collapse the expanded PPI network, which can introduce ambiguities if there are interactions that are unambiguous at the peptide-level that conflict in terms of direction or sign at the protein-level. TPS is able to detect and report this loss of precision when transitioning to the protein-level network.

A final summarization observation relates to the distinguishability problem between trees and directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) that we discussed in the context of our modeling assumptions. We note that summarizing the space of all tree models as a union graph leads to the same result as summarizing the space of DAGs satisfying the same properties. This stems from the fact that for each DAG model, there exists a set of tree models whose union is the DAG. As a result, the union of all tree models corresponds to the union of all DAGs.

**Using Solvers for Synthesis**

TPS uses the Z3 theorem prover [37] via the ScalaZ3 interface [83] to solve the constraints it generates. It additionally provides a custom solver implemented specifically for computing pathway summaries based on data-flow analysis. The custom solver and the symbolic solver produce identical pathway summaries. However, the custom solver is much more scalable because it is specifically designed to address our synthesis task, and can handle networks containing more than a hundred thousand edges and phosphosites (Section 2.4).

To produce pathway summaries in a highly efficient manner, we devised the task of finding the union network as a data-flow algorithm that achieves 3 to 6 orders of magnitude speedup over the symbolic approach. The algorithm consists of incrementally computing the summary graph for increasing sizes of signed directed tree networks, computing a fixed point that corresponds to the summarization of the whole solution space.

Specifically, the data-flow algorithm maintains the knowledge of when a node can exhibit activity, and updates in each iterative step the time-sensitive ways of reaching a node in terms of its neighbors’ activity. It starts the exploration of models at the stimulated source, and initially assumes no activity. The algorithm ends when all temporal activity information has been propagated through the graph, and all edge sign and direction assignments have been collected as a result.
Figure 2.5. An illustration of how the pathway summary graph (Figure 2.4 D) is a generalization of the individual pathway models and can also include invalid models. Not all combinations of direction and sign assignments to the ambiguous edges yield pathways that satisfy all constraints. Here we depict only edges among nodes A, B, C, and D. For simplicity we ignore the models in which one of these edges are absent, even though these models are also included in the summarization. In some cases, B has no valid temporal activity, which we denote with the ambiguous temporal annotation (gray). A) Pathway models in which the signs of edges A → B and B → D are consistent with the constraint that A and D are both activated. B) Pathway models in which these edges have opposing signs and are included in the summary even though they violate a constraint.
2.4 Results

Reconstructing the EGFR pathway with TPS explains temporal phosphorylation changes

We applied TPS to model the dynamic signaling response to EGFR stimulation in EGFR Flp-In HEK-293 cells. Our workflow consists of three major steps: (1) preprocessing the protein-protein interaction network and temporal phosphorylation data; (2) transforming temporal information, subnetwork structure, and prior knowledge into logical constraints; and (3) summarizing all valid signaling pathway models to discover interactions with unambiguous directions and/or signs (Figure 2.1).

We first discretized the time series phosphoproteomic data, using Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (HSD) test [162] to determine whether a peptide exhibits a significant increase, significant decrease, or no change in phosphorylation at each post-stimulation time point. Significant phosphorylation changes can be relative to either the pre-stimulation baseline level or the previous time point. 263 peptides, corresponding to 203 proteins, significantly change at one or more time points. Second, we used PCSF to link the phosphorylated proteins to EGF, the source of stimulation, weighting proteins based on their HSD test significance. PCSF identifies a PPI subnetwork of 316 nodes and 422 edges. This subnetwork comprises the interactions through which signaling messages are most likely to propagate. Third, TPS combined the discretized temporal activities of the 263 significantly changing peptides, the PCSF network, and prior knowledge (the orientation of kinase-substrate interactions) to generate a summary of all feasible pathway models. Each type of input was translated into logical constraints, which were used to rule out pathway models that are not supported by the data.

In contrast to the reference EGFR pathway diagrams, which capture at most 11% of the differentially phosphorylated proteins, the predicted network from TPS (Figure 2.6) contains 83% of the responding proteins in its 311 nodes. Each of these proteins can be linked to the EGF stimulation with high-confidence PPI and has timing that is consistent with the temporal phosphorylation changes of all other proteins in the pathway. In addition to the phosphorylated proteins, 38 other proteins are included in the signaling pathway as hidden intermediate nodes that propagate signals via different mechanisms. Some of the differentially phosphorylated proteins may not be functional, but the TPS network provides a framework to study their role in the EGF response. The TPS pathway model includes 41 kinases and 5 phosphatases as well as adaptors and other types of proteins that coordinate with the direct phosphorylation regulators.

Like reference pathway maps, the TPS network traces the physical protein interactions used to transmit messages from EGF to the phosphorylated proteins, including PTMs and other types of interactions. These interactions are depicted as directed, signed edges in a graph, where the sign reflects that the proteins have the same (activation) or opposite (inhibition) activity changes. The timing of the phosphorylation changes supports many possible valid interpretations, and the TPS summary tracks which edges are used in different manners in different models. Of the
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Figure 2.6. Zoomed regions of the full TPS pathway model. A) The EGFR subnetwork (EGFR, GRB2, CBL, and all their direct neighbors) depicts the proteins that first react to EGF stimulation. A substantial portion of the EGFR subnetwork (18 of 38 proteins) is known to be associated with EGFR signaling. Green and red edges depict activation and inhibition, respectively. Gray edges that terminate in a circle indicate that the interaction is used in the same direction in all possible pathway models, but the sign is ambiguous. Thin, undirected edges are used in different directions in different valid pathway models. Thick, rounded borders show which proteins are present in one or more reference EGFR pathways. Node annotations are detailed in panel B. B) Line graphs on each protein node show the temporal peptide phosphorylation changes relative to the pre-stimulation level on a log₂ scale. Multiple lines indicate multiple observed phosphopeptides for that protein, where black lines denote statistically significant phosphorylation changes and gray lines indicate insignificant changes. Proteins without line graphs are connective Steiner nodes inferred by PCSF. Colored boxes summarize the TPS inferred activity state across peptides at each time point. Red indicates activation, blue inhibition, gray ambiguity, and white inactivity. C) The subnetwork surrounding MAPK1 and MAPK3. TPS uses the PPI network to correctly determine that MAP2K1 is the kinase that controls both MAPK1 and MAPK3 even though it is not observed in the mass spectrometry data.
413 edges in the network, 202 (49%) have a consistent direction in all of the valid pathway models, a very strong assertion about the confidence in these edge directions.

Thirty-eight of these directed edges have a consistent sign as well. The PPI connections, phosphorylation timing, and prior knowledge of kinase-substrate interaction direction all play distinct, important roles in reducing the number of valid pathway models. The timing of protein activation and inactivation in the TPS pathway reveals a rapid spread of signaling post-stimulation.

Further downstream, MAP2K1 is one of several canonical EGFR pathway members that are not phosphorylated in our mass spectrometry data but are included in the pathway. Such proteins emphasize the necessity of including PPI in the analysis of the temporal phosphorylation changes because these unobserved proteins could not be recovered by any algorithm that reconstructs the pathway from the mass spectrometry data alone. MAP2K1 is correctly recognized as the direct kinase of EGFR pathway members MAPK1 (after adding new experimental constraints described below) and MAPK3 (Figure 2.6 C). MAPK1 and MAPK3 phosphorylation levels are highly correlated and would likely be directly linked by an approach based on correlation or mutual information, but TPS correctly predicts that MAPK1 and MAPK3 correlation is due to the common upstream regulator (MAP2K1) instead. Immediately downstream of these proteins, MKL1 phosphorylation is not as strongly correlated as the two MAPKs, but TPS combines the topological constraints with the temporal information to correctly recover MAPK1 → MKL1 and MAPK3 → MKL1 [103].

Iterative experimental and computational modeling further reduces pathway ambiguity

An important feature of TPS is its flexibility to integrate different types of constraints on pathway structure. This makes it ideal for iterative modeling because computational hypotheses that are experimentally confirmed or refuted can be fed back into TPS. Based on the results from the Western blots, we added a new constraint: MAPK1 inhibits ATP1A1. We then ran TPS again, requiring pathways to be consistent with the new constraint and all previous constraints. After restricting the pathway structure, TPS correctly infers that MAP2K1 is directly upstream of MAPK1 yielding a more precise and accurate pathway. Without the Western blot-derived constraint, the direction of the MAP2K1-MAPK1 interaction was ambiguous due to the possibility that ATP1A1, rather than MAP2K1, controls MAPK1 phosphorylation changes (Figure 2.6 C). Other types of experimental corroboration can be similarly applied to iteratively improve the predictive power of TPS.

Combining multiple constraints reduces pathway ambiguity

We performed a comparative analysis of networks inferred using different subsets of constraints in order to: (1) quantify the individual contribution of different kinds of constraints in our joint
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraints used</th>
<th>Directed edges</th>
<th>Signed, directed edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topo.</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topo. + Temp.</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topo. + PK</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. + PK</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topo. + Temp. + PK</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2. The number of edges that can be assigned: (1) a unique direction (Directed edges), and (2) a unique direction and sign (Signed, directed edges) across all valid pathway models for each combination of constraint type. In this study, “prior knowledge” refers to directed kinase-substrate interactions. The abbreviations “Topo. “, “Temp. “, and “PK “ correspond to topological, temporal, and prior knowledge constraints, respectively.

The inference procedure, (2) show that more predictions can be made as we combine different types of data and constraints, and (3) rule out predictions that are supported by a single type of data but in conflict with other types.

Each type of constraint restricts the space of valid models in different ways and leads to different (but possibly overlapping) sets of inferred pathway edges. We compare constraint types and their combinations in terms of the set of interactions that can be assigned a unique direction (and sign) across all models. For each combination of constraints, we calculate how many interactions can be uniquely directed or uniquely signed and directed (Table 2.2). This analysis reveals the impact of different constraint types on valid pathway models. For instance, the topological constraints imposed by the input graph structure greatly contribute to the ability of TPS to infer directed edges. Meanwhile, temporal constraints are required to recover signed, directed edges. We also observe that as more constraints are added, the number of unambiguous directed (or signed, directed) interactions we recover increases. For many edges, using only one or two constraint types produces a collection of valid pathway models that conflict with respect to the direction or sign of the edge, but adding another constraint class lets TPS eliminate some of those models and make a definitive prediction. To better explain the interplay among combinations of constraints, we perform an additional analysis to identify edge predictions that can be made only if constraints are used together and conflicts that can be detected through joint reasoning (Table 2.3).

To illustrate how the combined topological and temporal constraints can exert nontrivial, non-local effects on the space of valid signed, directed networks, consider the following example. The path between YWHAG and MLLT4 cannot be oriented using any of the three constraint types alone. By joining temporal and topological properties, TPS discovers that the only way to reach YWHAG from MLLT4 goes through DBN1, which is activated later (32-128 minutes) than MLLT4 (0-4 minutes). Therefore, no network contains an edge from MLLT4 to YWHAG, and
Table 2.3. For each constraint type combination, we show: (1) "Added directed edges," or the number of edges that are uniquely directed when concurrently using all of the constraints listed in the row but not using any single constraint type, (2) "Added signed, directed edges," or the equivalent number for edges that are uniquely signed and directed, and (3) "Conflicts," or the number of edges allowed by at least one constraint type that conflict with another constraint type when the properties are concurrently asserted. Conflict edges are excluded from the final network.

The interaction can be uniquely oriented from YWHAG to MLLT4 (Figure 2.7 A).

A complex case of non-local temporal effects is observed around ABI2 (Figure 2.7 B). With either topological or temporal constraints, it is not possible to orient the two edges incident to ABI2 that link it to CCDC53 and to TRAF3IP1. Reasoning using both types of constraints, TPS narrows down the possible orientations to CCDC53 \(\rightarrow\) ABI2 \(\rightarrow\) TRAF3IP1. Making this inference requires looking at the temporal data for ABI2, TRAF3IP1, and TRAF3IP1’s neighbor ACTB. ABI2 can be active at 0-2 or 4-8 minutes, TRAF3IP1 can be active at 0-2 or 64-128 minutes, and ACTB can be active at 4-16 or 32-64 minutes. As a result, having an edge ACTB \(\rightarrow\) TRAF3IP1 implies that TRAF3IP1 is active late, and it cannot precede the activity of ABI2. There is therefore no tree network that has an edge from TRAF3IP1 to ABI2 or an edge from ABI2 to CCDC53.

The direction prediction from PTK2 to ATP2B4 (Figure 2.7 C) is inferred in two independent ways. This direction is given in the curated kinase-substrate interactions, but is also a logical consequence of combining the tree topology with time series data. The latter inference is obtained by reasoning on multiple alternative paths at once. ATP2B4 cannot precede PTK2, because all paths from the source to ATP2B4 that do not go through PTK2 must go through either SPECC1L or ARHGEF7. Both of these proteins are active strictly later than PTK2, therefore they cannot precede PTK2 in any valid model.

The same phenomenon, namely a direction prediction through two independent mechanisms, is manifested in the MAPK1 to RUNX1 interaction (Figure 2.7 D). This interaction direction is given by the kinase-substrate interactions, but the direction is independently inferred by looking at the time series data in a non-local fashion. Even though RUNX1 does not have any phosphorylation data, it cannot precede MAPK1 in any tree model because its other neighbors, ELF2 and CBFB, succeed MAPK1 in their activation.

**TPS scales to large data sets**

We assessed the scalability of TPS by running it on randomly generated time course data and graphs and found that TPS can scale to graphs with more than 100,000 edges and 100,000
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Figure 2.7. A) The subnetwork proximal to DBN1, MLLT4, and ZC3H4 shows how temporal constraints can propagate through the network to influence the direction of edges in other parts of the pathway. B) The ABI2 subnetwork (ABI2, TRAF3IP1, and their neighbors) shows how temporal constraints on one edge (TRAF3IP1-ACTB) can influence the orientation of different edges (the two directed edges involving ABI2) when performing global inference in the pathway model. C) The PTK2 subnetwork (encompassing all proteins on the path from ATP2B4 to SCRIB and their neighbors) demonstrates that SPECC1L and ARHGEF7 serve as temporal bottlenecks for paths from the source to PTK2 (these paths not shown). These proteins are activated later than PTK2, which implies that ATP2B4 cannot inhibit PTK2 at 4 min, the time it first responds to stimulation. D) RUNX1 is not observed in the phosphorylation data, but the timing of its neighbors’ phosphorylation reveals that RUNX1 must be downstream of MAPK1.
Figure 2.8. The median running time of TPS over three replicate runs against the number of input graph edges in log-log scale.

phosphosites. TPS performs similarly on our EGF case study data and randomly generated data of comparable size (graphs with 750 edges) in terms of runtime. Figure 2.8 shows the median TPS running time (in seconds) in terms of the number of input graph edges in log-log scale for three run replicates per input size. We observe that TPS takes approximately 13 hours to run on an input graph with 128,000 edges and 108,711 phosphosites.

2.5 Discussion

The pathway structure illuminated by the phosphorylated proteins in our EGFR Flp-In cells differs considerably from the simple representations in pathway databases. Interpreting signaling data requires the reconstruction of models specific to the cells, stimuli, and environment being studied. TPS combines condition-specific information, time series phosphoproteomic data and the source of stimulation, with generic PPI networks and optional prior knowledge to produce custom pathway representations. The predicted EGFR signaling network highlights alternative connections to classic EGFR pathway kinases and extends the pathway with interactions that are supported by prior knowledge in other contexts or kinase inhibition. Combining different constraints on pathway structure from PPI network topology and temporal information is computationally challenging, and we identify predictions that can be obtained only through joint reasoning with all available data.
**Tradeoffs between ambiguity, expressiveness, and correctness**

The modeling assumptions made when interpreting and translating biological data into logical constraints have complex effects on the degree of ambiguity, expressiveness, and accuracy of the resulting pathway summary. Even with temporal information, many pathway structures can explain the ordered signaling events. This motivates the reduction of ambiguity with hard logical constraints, where each constraint is fully trusted, instead of with probabilistic constraints [65, 77], where a constraint can potentially be violated.

In the PPI network, we allow paths only through chains of experimentally detected PPI. In settings where the PPI network is less complete, we could include edges among highly correlated phosphorylated proteins or predicted interactions based on protein sequence, protein structure, pathway connectivity, or literature mining [89, 101]. The pre-processing step that filters the PPI network operates on a weighted network. These additional edges could be assigned lower weights so that PCSF includes them in the TPS input network only if they are critical for connecting significantly phosphorylated proteins. This would reduce the impact of missing interactions on TPS pathways at the cost of potentially increasing ambiguity because there would be more possible paths through which signal can flow.

Likewise, we observe that some proteins, such as RAS and RAF family members, are not included in the TPS pathway because our mass spectrometry data do not detect their phosphorylation. To increase robustness to potential false negatives in the mass spectrometry, the input PPI network could be modified to include edges from relevant reference pathways with high weights (similar to [113]) so that PCSF prefers to include these interactions instead of other high-confidence connections in the PPI network. The weight of these prior knowledge edges would control the tradeoff between condition-specific de novo pathway discovery and conformance with prior knowledge.

Unlike single-cell mass cytometry data, where the peak activity times of a small number of phosphoproteins can be resolved precisely [87], phosphorylation timing in cell population-level mass spectrometry data is inherently ambiguous. Therefore, instead of rigidly determining a protein’s time of activity by selecting the time point at which the greatest phosphorylation change is observed, TPS takes a more general approach. It allows a protein to be activated or inhibited whenever the phosphorylation significantly differs from the level before stimulation or at the immediately preceding time point as long as it is the first time at which that phosphorylation level has been observed. We focus on the initial pulse of signaling activity following stimulation, sampling more early time points in our EGF response study because we are more confident that these changes in phosphorylation intensity are due to PTMs instead of changes in protein abundance. Feedback loops cannot be detected when learning a single activation or inhibition time per peptide, a modeling decision we made in our three case studies. However, the TPS framework makes it possible to allow multiple activity changes per peptide in future applications. Statistical tests of the temporal phosphorylation profiles could determine the number of significant activity changes for each peptide. Then, TPS could search for pathway
structures with feedback loops that explain the multiple activation or inhibition events per peptide.

Lastly, we recognize that different phosphopeptides on the same protein can have different phosphorylation changes over time, and we allow each peptide to have its own activation times instead of forcing a single time per protein. This decision can lead to ambiguous edge direction predictions at the protein-level even when the directions are consistent at the peptide level. For example, DOCK1 interacts only with BCAR1, yet the direction and sign of the interaction are ambiguous. The uncertainty arises because BCAR1 is phosphorylated on both Y249 and Y387. TPS correctly concludes that the sign cannot be determined because one site could activate DOCK1 and then feed back and affect the other BCAR1 site.

Contrasting TPS with related computational approaches

TPS provides a new way to integrate information from PPI networks, time series phosphoproteomic data, and prior knowledge by introducing a powerful constraint-based approach to build on concepts previously explored by related algorithms. Approaches for building networks from gene expression data alone (reviewed in [38]) can be applied to phosphoproteomic data as well. Extensions of these methods for temporal data introduce time lags and search for dependencies between genes' expression levels over time [176]. Methods based on Granger causality [96] identify proteins whose phosphorylation predicts behavior at later time points and provide one type of causal model. However, all methods that rely on the phosphorylation data alone [62] will miss critical signaling pathway interactions because not all pathway members have observed phosphorylation changes.

Algorithms based on gene and protein perturbations provide an alternative approach toward causal models. Transcriptional regulatory networks have been inferred from expression changes induced by gene knockouts and knockdowns [4, 95, 156, 163]. Likewise, signaling networks have been reconstructed by stimulating a pathway and perturbing signaling nodes with kinase inhibitors or RNA interference. Protein activities are observed with antibody-based assays, and pathways are recovered de novo [31, 52, 80, 99] or by adapting prior pathway knowledge [100]. The PHONEMeS method is unique for its ability to handle large-scale phosphoproteomic perturbation data [147].

The HPN-DREAM network inference challenge [64] spawned several new approaches for analyzing time series phosphoproteomic data in multiple biological contexts. Participants predicted signaling pathways from in silico time series data and temporal reverse phase protein array data for approximately 45 phosphoproteins in four breast cancer cell lines under various stimuli and inhibitor treatments. In contrast, TPS focuses on reconstructing signed, directed signaling networks from large-scale phosphoproteomic data. The TPS networks rely on physical protein-protein interactions and include proteins that are not observed in the mass spectrometry. PropheticGranger [23], the top performer in the HPN-DREAM experimental task, demonstrated the importance of prior knowledge in network inference and modified the standard Granger
causality approach to assess dependencies between observed proteins. Meanwhile, TPS uses time series information to globally reason about temporally consistent network models, ensuring that all paths in a network agree with time series data and considering the temporal activities of nodes that are not direct neighbors in a path.

In our EGFR study, the TPS PPI subnetwork input is provided by PCSF, but other network algorithms can also connect phosphorylated proteins using PPI. A related algorithm interpolates between globally optimal (Steiner tree) and locally optimal (shortest path) connections to different proteins [170], and this method has been applied to link functional signaling proteins derived from phosphoproteomics data [126]. Many other approaches connect source and target proteins in a PPI network to identify pathways. ResponseNet [164] does so with a maximum flow formulation; SHORTEST [137] and PathLinker [122] use shortest paths; Maximum Edge Orientation (MEO) [56] orients the undirected edges to produce short, directed paths. Integer programs can express complex optimization preferences with multi-stage objective functions when predicting source-target connections [26, 93]. The predicted networks from any of these methods can be used as input for temporal analysis with TPS.

Among methods that integrate dynamic data and PPI networks, TPS is unique in its ability to assess and summarize all possible pathway structures that are consistent with the input network and the temporal constraints. TPS also considers all possible temporal activations for each peptide instead of mapping proteins to temporal bins in advance like TimeXNet [113, 112]. Similarly, Budak et al. use time point-specific PCSF networks to map proteins to times [21], and TimePath assigns genes to transcriptional phases based on gene expression timing [70], and Khodaverdian et al. explore theoretical properties of temporal Steiner trees [79]. The Signaling and Dynamic Regulatory Events Miner (SDREM) models temporal gene expression to infer the timing of transcription factor activity, but the pathway discovery phase does not use any temporal information [55, 57]. Vinayagam et al. used temporal phosphorylation to evaluate their predicted PPI directions but did not consider dynamics when making the predictions [154]. Time series data and interaction networks have also been combined for inferring protein complex dynamics [111], pathway enrichment [73], and related problems reviewed in Przytycka et al. [118].

The key difference between our work and other declarative computational approaches is that TPS operates on networks that are several orders of magnitude larger and summarizes very large solution spaces defined by sparser and less precise experimental data. Model checking and symbolic reasoning have been used to verify properties of manually constructed biological models [46], complete partially specified pathways using perturbation data [84], and synthesize gene regulatory networks directly from data [41, 98] (reviewed in [47]). In addition, other types of declarative approaches, such as integer programming [21, 26, 70, 108, 133, 137] and answer set programming [60], have been applied to biological pathway analysis. The TPS model summarization strategy, which makes it applicable to comprehensive signaling networks containing more than a hundred thousand edges and phosphosites, sets it apart from these related methods (Figure 2.8).
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Future directions in pathway synthesis

TPS offers a powerful framework for combining multiple types of declarative constraints to generate condition-specific signaling pathways. The constraint-based approach can be extended to include many additional types of data. New types of constraints could be derived from high-level properties that proteins, interactions, or pathways must satisfy. Future versions of TPS could incorporate perturbation data that links kinase inhibition or deletion to phosphorylation changes that are far downstream from the kinase. For instance, both temporal [76] and kinase perturbation [93, 124] phosphoproteomic data are available for the yeast osmotic stress response. Modeling multiple related conditions (e.g., different ligand stimuli and inhibitor perturbations) could allow TPS to learn not only the signs of interactions but also the logic employed when multiple incoming signals influence a protein. Finally, TPS could accommodate user-defined assumptions or heuristics about pathway properties, such as restrictions on pathway length. Such complex constraints cannot be readily included in existing optimization-based approaches like dynamic Bayesian networks or TimeXNet.

As proteomic technologies continue to improve in terms of depth of coverage [135, 174] and temporal resolution [68, 76, 119], the need to systematically interpret these data will likewise grow. TPS enables reasoning with temporal phosphorylation changes and physical protein interactions to define what drives the vast protein modifications that are not represented by existing knowledge in pathway databases.
Chapter 3

Synthesis of Biological Models from Mutation Experiments

Executable biology presents new challenges to formal methods. This chapter addresses two problems that cell biologists face when developing formally analyzable models.

First, we show how to automatically synthesize a concurrent in-silico model for cell development given in-vivo experiments of how particular mutations influence the experiment outcome. The problem of synthesis under mutations is unique because mutations may produce non-deterministic outcomes (presumably by introducing races between competing signaling pathways in the cells) and the synthesized model must be able to replay all these outcomes in order to faithfully describe the modeled cellular processes. In contrast, a "regular" concurrent program is correct if it picks any outcome allowed by the non-deterministic specification. We developed synthesis algorithms and synthesized a model of cell fate determination of the earthworm *C. elegans*. A version of this model previously took systems biologists months to develop.

Second, we address the problem of under-constrained specifications that arise due to incomplete sets of mutation experiments. Under-constrained specifications give rise to distinct models, each explaining the same phenomenon differently. Addressing the ambiguity of specifications corresponds to analyzing the space of plausible models. We develop algorithms for detecting ambiguity in specifications, i.e., whether there exist alternative models that would produce different fates on some unperformed experiment, and for removing redundancy from specifications, i.e., computing minimal non-ambiguous specifications.

Additionally, we develop a modeling language and embed it into Scala. We describe how this language design and embedding allows us to build an efficient synthesizer. For our *C. elegans* case study, we infer two observationally equivalent models expressing different biological hypotheses through different protein interactions. One of these hypotheses was previously unknown to biologists.
3.1 Introduction

Diseases can be caused by perturbed gene and protein regulatory networks. For example, disease X may be related to the levels of proteins P and R, and P may negatively regulate R. Once the level of P is decreased, high levels of R may cause disease X. To avoid the disease, we may want to increase the level of P. One way to infer protein regulatory networks is to carry out mutation experiments, in which cells are genetically modified to suppress or enhance the activity of a certain protein, leading the cell to exhibit abnormal behavior such as uncontrolled cell divisions. If, by suppressing the activity of protein P, the resulting phenotype can be attributed to, say, an increased activity of a known protein R, we can infer from this mutation experiment that P negatively regulates R. From many such inferences, experimental biologists deduce regulatory networks that describe the causal events leading to specific cell fates and other behaviors.

Experimental biologists are concerned about the correctness of their models that give a dynamic explanation of how the observed outcomes are produced. Executable biology [45] addresses this concern by building executable models that can be verified against performed experiments. Treating cells as concurrent agents models the fact that cells do not evolve at synchronous rates [74, 75]. Verification ensures that a concurrent model is correct for all variations of cell growth rates, by exploring all possible executions of the model [48].

Unfortunately, turning informal maps of regulatory networks common in biological literature into executable models is laborious because it involves explicitly defining timing delay and strength of how multiple proteins regulate each other. In our previous work, some of us developed a model of vulval cell fate specification (i.e. how vulval cells make the decision to develop into a particular cell type) in the *C. elegans* worm [50]. This model correctly predicted an unknown protein-protein interaction, however it took several months to tweak the details of the model before it was verified against the experimental data. Whenever new experiments are added, or when the model is extended with new components, similar tweaks are required.

This chapter develops techniques for synthesizing executable models from experimental observations and prior biological knowledge. Two challenges make this synthesis problem interesting. First, the outcomes of some cellular systems, such as fates of stem cells, are non-deterministic. For example, in the *C. elegans* system that we study, some mutations cause the six observed vulval precursor cells (VPCs) to acquire one of two alternative fates, presumably due to races in the communication among cells. The desired executable model must be able to reproduce all the observed behavior in order to be correct. We synthesize concurrent cell models such that, for each observable outcome, there exists a schedule that leads the model to produce the outcome. This requirement makes our synthesis task a new problem, which is more complex than what has been previously addressed.

Second, the incomplete set of mutation experiments forms only a partial specification. Because only certain genes are mutated from the total combinatorial set of possible mutations, we cannot be certain that an executable model that verifies against these mutations, whether it is
synthesized or manually constructed, is the sole explanation of the cellular regulatory process. This is because there could exist an alternative model that is observationally identical on the current specification but observationally distinct on an additional mutation. Finding such an additional mutation would uncover ambiguity in the current specification.

To confirm that we have synthesized a unique model, we go beyond synthesis and develop methods for the analysis of the space of plausible models, i.e., models that agree with the specification. If observationally distinct models exist, we suggest a new mutation that differentiates them. If no alternative models exist, we determine the smallest set of experiments that is sufficient to arrive at the unique model. Finding such a minimal set is interesting because, should biologists decide to redo the experiments for validation, they only need to perform the experiments that suffice to synthesize a unique model. Finally, it is interesting to ask whether there are observationally identical but internally different models. Such models present regulatory networks where the network function is “implemented” via different protein interactions. These models cannot be distinguished by observing phenotypes; we must, say, instrument proteins with fluorescent markers (similar to tracing the program) and observe the cell during its development. This is a harder experiment, but the cost of instrumentation is reduced with the help of formal methods, as we can identify which genes to mark given the internal differences between the observationally identical models.

We have built an efficient verifier, synthesizer and specification ambiguity analyzer that implements algorithms for the analyses described above. Our synthesizer takes as input the mutations, the results observed under mutations and a template structure of the cells, and from them it generates a verified model. The template of the cell defines the cell components, and a superset of their interconnections (inhibition, activation), allowing biologists to formally state existing knowledge on the system being modeled. Additionally, the granularity of the discretized concentration levels for each component is set a priori. What we synthesize is the internal logic and timing of the components, i.e., how their concentration changes in terms of their incoming signals, and we therefore off-load the most difficult task of systems biology modeling to a computation search engine.

This chapter makes the following contributions:

1. We designed SBL, a domain-specific language for expressing our models using an execution model with restricted asynchrony called bounded asynchrony [48]. We embed SBL into the Scala programming language [107] and build a lightweight synthesizer, which is publicly available [1]. We describe how to translate SBL programs into formulas in order to solve synthesis and specification analysis problems (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

2. We formulate the verification problem (Section 3.5) and the program synthesis problem (Section 3.5). We observe that unlike previous synthesis tasks, e.g., concurrent synthesis [138] or synthesis from examples [58] or invariants [143], which are expressed as formulas with two levels of quantification (2QBF), this problem is expressed as a formula
with three levels of quantification (3QBF), which makes it a new kind of problem. We develop efficient algorithms for solving this problem that reduce to three communicating SAT solvers.

3. We develop methods for analyzing the specifications and the space of plausible models (Section 3.5): We describe algorithms for determining whether internally or externally distinguishable models exist, and for finding minimal non-ambiguous specifications. These algorithms build on our 3QBF synthesis procedure, and can potentially guide new wet-lab experiments by computing mutation experiments that disambiguate alternative models.

4. We evaluate our framework by describing that it efficiently (1) generates valid models for the \textit{C. elegans} VPCs. The model fixes a bug in previous modeling, an incorrect modeling of a component’s behavior when it is mutated; (2) shows that no behaviorally distinct models exist (even after extending the experiment space to consider mutations for each component in the VPCs), but two internally different models were synthesized, one of which expresses a previously unknown biological hypothesis; and (3) prunes the specification from forty-eight mutation experiments to a minimal set of four experiments (Section 3.6).

3.2 Overview

This section presents an overview of the program synthesis and specification analysis methods we have developed for modeling biological systems. We describe how scientists typically conduct mutation experiments to infer informal genetic regulatory networks, discuss how these models can be formalized, present our programming language for expressing, verifying and synthesizing formal biological models, and outline our synthesis and specification analysis algorithms for programs in this language.

Background on Mutation Experiments.

Here we give a brief background on mutation experiments, in the context of developmental systems biology. The role of these experiments is to understand cellular genetic regulatory networks, in particular those that control stem cell differentiation. These regulatory networks are of interest in part because their failure may trigger disease:

Cancer is fundamentally a disease of failure of regulation of tissue growth. In order for a normal cell to transform into a cancer cell, the genes which regulate cell growth and differentiation must be altered. (Wikipedia)
Hence, to understand cancer, one needs to understand cell differentiation. There are two common mechanisms for cell differentiation: (1) a single cell divides into cells of different types based on the asymmetric accumulation of substances inside the cell; and (2) multiple identical cells differentiate by mutually communicating with the goal of arriving at coordinated fates [43]. We focus on the second mechanism, and aim to mechanistically explain cell differentiation by modeling intercellular communication.

The specific goal of developmental biologists is to infer the program that stem cells “execute” to agree on their fates. This program executes within one cell division cycle during which a pluripotent cell decides its fate, potentially by communicating with other cells.

One method for inferring this program is to mutate a set of genes in the cell and observe the resulting changes in the cell development. These experiments are particularly attractive because phenotype changes resulting from the cell taking a different fate are visually observable, avoiding the need for the more expensive tracing of temporal protein levels by the means of tagging cell proteins with fluorescent genes.

From gene mutation experiments, biologists infer protein interactions, namely which proteins are activated or inhibited by the mutated protein. For example, Yoo et al. [165] infers:

In this assay, depletion of [genes] lst-2, lst-3, lst-4, or dpy-23, as well as ark-1, caused [a phenotype change, namely] ectopic vulval induction, suggesting that they function as negative regulators of the EGFR-MAPK [protein] pathway [due to the phenotype change being linked to inhibition of the pathway].

Biologists unify such piecemeal information to create informal models of cellular programs, such as the one in Figure 3.1 from [50]. This model shows how five cells—an anchor cell (AC), three vulval precursor cells (VPC), as well as the hyp7 cell—communicate to determine the fate of the VPCs. Each VPC contains the same set of components, which is composed of receptors (let-23 and lin12) and proteins (lst, sem-5, let-60 and mpk-1). The edges between these components show the activation (→) vs. inhibition (⊣) relationships between them.

While these informal models may capture all known interactions among cell components, they do not describe the dynamics of the cell, such as what race conditions permit the cells to take non-deterministic fates that have been observed under some mutations. Due to this lack of dynamic information, one cannot be certain that these diagrams accurately describe the cell fate specification mechanism.

Executable Biology

The goal of executable biology [45] is to create executable models that allow the observation of the dynamic behavior of biological systems. Furthermore, these models are verified against experimental observations. For concurrent discrete models, verification, say, with model checking, ensures that all executions of the model agree with the observed outcomes. By verifying
the program under the non-deterministic interleaving of cell steps, we ensure that a program is a faithful model of a cell system where cells may progress at varying rates\textsuperscript{1} [75, 48].

It is challenging to create verifiable, concurrent models of communication between cells. To transform the informal model in Figure 3.1 into an executable model, the designer must model (1) protein levels; (2) timing delay or rates at which proteins react with other components; and (3) how a protein behaves when both an activator and an inhibitor of the protein are active. We have previously developed a verified model of \textit{C. elegans} VPC cells; that model took several months to develop [50]. This chapter develops methods for automatically synthesizing executable models of concurrent cellular systems.

\textsuperscript{1} Another way to model varying cell rates is to use stochasticity. In stochastic models [7, 97], this non-determinism takes the form of protein models making probabilistic transitions, accounting for variability of protein level change rates in nature. However, moving non-determinism from protein modeling into the scheduler allows protein models to be deterministic, which in turn enables discrete verification techniques.
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Non-deterministic experiment outcomes. A mutation experiment may produce different outcomes when run repeatedly. A correct model must reproduce all non-deterministic outcomes of a given mutation experiment. We synthesize concurrent cell models that satisfy this requirement by ensuring that each outcome that must be observed is reproduced by the model under some interleaving of cell steps.

For biological reasons, we use a restricted model of concurrency, bounded asynchrony [48]. Because neighboring cells always advance at relatively similar rates, rather than at arbitrary speeds, fully asynchronous models are too unconstrained to reproduce the observation in certain mutation experiments. One-bounded asynchrony is one way to achieve restricted asynchrony, ensuring that between two execution steps of a cell, no other cell can take more than two steps.

Because of the requirement to reproduce all possible outcomes, model synthesis in this setting is a more complex synthesis task than what has been previously addressed. In this chapter, we advance the state-of-the-art in solving this new synthesis problem.

Modeling Language

We have developed a high-level programming model, SBL, inspired by biological diagrams such as the one in Figure 3.1. SBL introduces programming abstractions for cells, cell components, and interaction between components.

Programs in SBL (Figure 3.2) are composed of cells, which execute according to a schedule $s$ that adheres to the $1$-bounded-asynchrony constraint. The schedule is of bounded length; the number of steps in the schedule corresponds to the desired discretization of the cell division cycle. Multiple cells can take simultaneous steps. Cells are composed of components, which model proteins or cell receptors. Components communicate with other components in the same cell or in other cells; communicating components are connected with directed edges, which correspond either to activation or inhibition relationships. Components of a cell execute synchronously; all take one step when the cell is scheduled. Components have state—a discretized concentration—usually modeled at 2-5 levels. When the component executes, it updates its next state based on its current state and the states of its activators or inhibitors. Each component is modeled with an update function $(L, L^k) \rightarrow L$, where $L$ are levels and $k$ is the number of components activators and inhibitors, combined.

Thanks to these abstractions, SBL programs are syntactically smaller compared to models expressed in the Reactive Modules language [3], which was the modeling language used in earlier work [50]. As a result, we are able to develop efficient synthesis algorithms for programs in SBL.

Example 3.1 To illustrate, we consider the problem of designing a simple distributed protocol. Mutations in this setting correspond to environment effects on the system being designed, and the specification consists of input-output pairs defining the desired behavior for given environments.
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The goal is to design a weak consensus protocol for a three-node system. (In a biological system, these nodes would be cells, and node components would be proteins in the cells.) Two nodes (called sensors N1 and N2) are listening to a signal from a master node (a base station BS). When the base station sends a signal, at least one of the sensors must make a decision to take a measurement. When a sensor takes a measurement, it sends a release message to the other sensor permitting the other sensor not to take a measurement in order to save its power. The decision to make a measurement is made on the basis of (1) the strength from the base station; in normal conditions, the sensor that received the stronger signal should take measurement as it is closer to the base station; and (2) receiving the release message from the other signal. The environment may cause the communication between the two sensors to be down, sensors must take a measurement if no signal was received from their peer. Similar to a system of cells progressing at similar rates, we assume that sensors have bounded skew, i.e. they run under bounded asynchronous schedules.

An implementation of this protocol is presented in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3(a) presents a hierarchical view of how cell communication is organized, and which components each cell contains. On the left is the top-most level with three nodes; the base station node (BS) contains one component, the base node,
which emits a constant high (H) or low (L) signal to nodes N1 and N2. These nodes decide to commit or to delegate by communicating with each other. Figure 3.3(b), (c) and (d) show a graphical representation of update functions for three components in nodes N1 and N2 (the remaining simpler update functions have been omitted from the figure).
Language Extensions for Verification

To make programs in our language amenable to verification, we now introduce component mutations, formalize specifications, and define a correctness condition for programs.

We model cell mutation with an adversary who perturbs the cell program such that a set of adversary-selected cell components receive adversary-supplied semantics. Typically, a cell component is mutated either to be suppressed or to stay at a high concentration level throughout the execution of the program, although we also support other mutation types.

The set of mutation experiments performed in the lab serve as our correctness specification. Let $F$ be the set of possible outcomes of a mutation experiment. For example, if a cell can take one of three fates, the outcomes of an experiment with six cells is a six-tuple from $F = \{1, 2, 3\}^6$. Let $M$ be the set of possible mutations that one can apply on a cell; typically, all cells involved in an experiment are mutated identically. The set of experiments $Exp$ is a subset of $M \times F$, where $(m, f) \in Exp$ if the fate $f$ has been observed on the mutation $m$. With $n$ cell components and three possible mutations per component (e.g., no mutation; suppressed; high level), $M$ is exponential in the number of components of the cell. As a result, biologists do not carry out all mutations.

Having an incomplete set of experiments implies that we have to accommodate partial specifications. While the set of experiments $Exp$ is a subset of $M \times F$, we assume that once a mutation has been carried out, the lab has observed all possible outcomes for this mutation by repeating the experiment a sufficient number of times. This is a reasonable assumption for systems that have been reliably studied by many independent labs, such as our case study, vulval fate specification in C. elegans (Section 3.6). Without this assumption, we would have no upper bound on the specification, as any $(m, f)$ pair could potentially be observed in experiments that have not been performed so far. The assumption allows us to synthesize with both positive examples (outcomes that must be produced by the model for an experiment) and negative ones (outcomes that must never be observed for an experiment). To model such full knowledge for a single mutation, our specification is a (partial) map $E : M \rightarrow 2^F$. The domain of $E$ is the set of performed mutations. If $m \in \text{dom}(E) \land f \notin E(m)$, we assume that mutation $m$ cannot result in fate $f$; the pair $(m, f)$ is a negative example. We say that a program $P : M \rightarrow F$ is a correct model of $E$ if, for each $m \in \text{dom}(E)$, the execution $P(m)$ may produce each element of $E(m)$ by controlling some aspect of the execution of $P$, namely the schedule that controls the concurrent execution of cells in the program.

**Correctness Condition.** To define a correctness condition, we view an SBL program as a function $P : (M, S) \rightarrow F$, where $M$ and $F$ are domains of mutations (input configurations) and fates, while $S$ is the set of schedules adhering to bounded asynchrony. The explicit schedule allows us to formulate a correctness condition $\text{correct}(P, E)$ of a program $P$ on a specification $E : M \rightarrow 2^F$, which has two parts:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base station trigger</th>
<th>Inter-node comm.</th>
<th>N1</th>
<th>N2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1=H, N2=H</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1=L, N2=L</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1=H, N2=L</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1=L, N2=H</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1=H, N2=L</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1=L, N2=H</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4. The specification for the distributed protocol example, giving required outcomes for nodes N1 and N2 under a range of scenarios of base station trigger signals and cases of whether the two nodes can communicate between themselves (Y) or not (N). C = Commit, D = Delegate.

1. demonic scheduling: A demonic scheduler cannot make the model produce a fate that is outside the specification, i.e. \( \text{demonic}(P) = \forall m \in \text{dom}(E).\forall s \in S : P(m,s) \in E(m) \).

2. angelic scheduling: An angelic scheduler must be able to produce each fate in the specification, i.e. \( \text{angelic}(P) = \forall m \in \text{dom}(E).\forall f \in E(m).\exists s \in S : P(m,s) = f \).

The demonic requirement asks that the model is an underapproximation of the specification, while the angelic requirement asks that it is an overapproximation. Angelic scheduling adds a layer of difficulty that is handled through the construction of a novel verifier (Section 3.5).

Example 3.2 The specification for Example 3.1, expressed as a set of experiments, is shown in Figure 3.4. The left column shows the mutations (environment effects) \( \mathcal{M} \), while the right column shows the desired outcomes \( \mathcal{F} \). It is interesting to note that we are using the mutations as the environment adversary; the mutations describe situations under which the nodes N1 and N2 must operate according to the expected outcomes. For example, the last row describes the situation in which the signal arriving at N1 is high, while the signal arriving at N2 is low, and the communication between nodes is down. We can think of this mutation as the adversary lowering the signal to N2 and preventing the communication between the two sensor nodes. The outcome C means that a node has committed to taking a measurement while D means that the measurement was delegated to the peer node.

Language Extensions for Synthesis

In order to allow synthesis of update functions in our programs, we extend our language such that these can be left unspecified. We describe partial programs in SBL and we define the
synthesis problem.

The input to the synthesizer is the specification $E$ and a partial program $P^?$ to be completed by the synthesizer, if feasible, into a program $P^h$ such that the predicate $\text{correct}(P^h, E)$ holds. A partial program is a program template in which certain fragments are parameterized and need to be supplied by the synthesizer. Our language allows parameterization of (1) cell component behavior; and (2) how components communicate. Because update functions model timing delay and change rates of proteins, we found them to be the hardest part of the model to produce manually. By parameterizing update functions, we can indirectly leave unspecified also the connections between components: for example, if a biologist is unsure whether a protein P is inhibited by a protein Q or a protein R, both Q and R can be connected to P; if Q turns out not to influence P, the synthesizer is able to produce an update function for P that disregards the state of Q. The parameterized update functions are constrained to agree with the activation and inhibition semantics specified in the partial program by restricting their structure. This is achieved by stating monotonicity invariants on how a protein’s input concentrations can influence its concentration; these invariants are described in Section 3.4.

From the user standpoint, the partial program $P^?$ encodes biological assumptions; it defines the components in the cells as well as a superset of connections between them. It thus (1) conveys the desire to model particular proteins and (2) states the knowledge of which (superset of) pairs of proteins communicate. Partial programs encoding biological assumptions form the basis for the ambiguity analysis described in Section 3.2.

Our synthesis problem is to find update functions $h$ that yield a correct model:

**Definition 3.1 (Synthesis problem)** For a partial program $P^?$ to be completed with hole values $h$ into $P^h$, the synthesis problem is to find the update functions $h$ that yield a correct model:

$$S(h) := \exists h : \text{demonic}(P^h) \land \text{angelic}(P^h)$$

A correct model must reproduce all observed experiments, and this is captured in the $\text{angelic}(P)$ correctness condition, which is a formula with two levels of quantification (2QBF). This makes the synthesis problem a 3QBF problem, while typical synthesis problems are 2QBF (of the form $\exists \text{ hole} \forall \text{ input} : \phi$).

Formulas with more than one level of quantification cannot be handed off directly to an SMT solver, because the performance of SMT solvers is only reliable for existential (one quantifier) formulas. One way to tackle 2QBF problems is to develop a counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) algorithm. In the classical CEGIS algorithm, an inductive synthesizer produces a program that is correct on a small sample of inputs; a verifier then checks this candidate program on remaining inputs [140]. To handle the 3QBF synthesis problem $S(h)$, we develop a novel two-part CEGIS algorithm, where an inductive synthesizer communicates with two verifiers, one for each of the two correctness conditions, and collects two kinds of counterexamples, one from each verifier (Section 3.5).
Example 3.3  The update functions for Example 3.1, presented in Figures 3.3(b), (c) and (d) are produced by our synthesizer. These update functions control how these components react to signals from the base station and the peer sensor. The synthesizer takes four seconds to generate these update functions. Intuitively, a sensor's protocol is simple: if you receive a weak signal, wait a little while and wait for the release signal from the other sensor. If it does not arrive, take a measurement. Still, even for this simple protocol, designing the update functions manually is not trivial.

Ambiguity Analysis

Assume that a biologist produces an executable model that verifies against all performed experiments. Now imagine that after he publishes his conclusions from this model, another biologist performs a new mutation experiment whose outcome invalidates the model as well as the conclusions drawn from it. (Given a new mutation experiment $m_{n+1}$, a model $P$ becomes invalid if it cannot reproduce an outcome observed for $m_{n+1}$, or if it produces an outcome that has never been observed after performing $m_{n+1}$ sufficiently many times.)

Naturally, we are interested in the question of whether one can ascertain the validity of a model in the absence of complete experiments. In particular, under what assumptions can a model be considered the sole explanation of biological phenomena?

We view this question as analysis of ambiguity in the specification $E$, and define an alternative model query that answers the question. We first introduce aggregate outcomes and specification ambiguity.

Definition 3.2 (Aggregate outcome)  Let $P$ be a model and $m$ a mutation. The aggregate outcome of $P$ on $m$, denoted $P[m]$, is the set of outcomes produced by $P$ mutated with $m$ over the set $S$ of all schedules: $P[m] := \{P(m,s) \mid \forall s \in S\}$

A specification $E$ is ambiguous for a partial program $P'$ (that expresses a set of biological assumptions) if we can find two completions $P^{h_1}$ and $P^{h_2}$ that disagree on some new experiment. Of course, one of these models would become invalid given the new experiment.

Definition 3.3 (Specification ambiguity)  Given a partial program $P'$, a specification $E$ is ambiguous, denoted $\text{Amb}(E, P')$, if $\exists m \in M \exists h_1, h_2. \text{correct}(P^{h_1}, E) \land \text{correct}(P^{h_2}, E) \land P^{h_1}[m] \neq P^{h_2}[m]$.

Note that $m$ must be a new experiment, i.e. $m \in M \setminus \text{dom}(E)$, because the two models must agree with the specification $E$ on all mutations in $\text{dom}(E)$.

In Section 3.6, we show that the specification for our case study is unambiguous given provided biological assumptions (i.e., there is no need for more experiments at the desired level of modeling). We also show that removing some historically important experiments indeed makes the specification ambiguous, permitting alternative explanations for coordination between cells.
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Definition 3.4 (Alternative model query) Given a partial program $P^?$ stating biological assumptions and an existing (perhaps previously synthesized) model $P$ (that need not be an instantiation of $P^?$), the alternative model query finds a mutation $m$ and a new model $P^h$ such that $P[m] \neq P^h[m]$, or shows that no such $h$ and $m$ exist.

We develop an algorithm to solve this query in Section 3.5.

Example 3.4 We now ask whether we can find alternative models for Example 3.1 using the alternative model query. Suppose we relaxed the specification and do not care about the outcome on the case $N_1 = L$, $N_2 = L$. We ask our synthesizer to generate models under this relaxed specification such that they differ from the model in Example 3.1. Our synthesizer generates an alternative model that has much simpler behavior (as it need not be non-deterministic under the row that we ignored). The update functions are shown in Figure 3.5. When we ask for a mutation that distinguishes among the models, the synthesizer produces the omitted row. (Note that this last query is a special case of the alternative model query, such that both input programs are fully specified.)

Now consider an experimental scenario where one wants to validate a set of experiments performed in the literature by performing them again. Is it possible to identify the smallest set of experiments whose replication is sufficient to yield a non-ambiguous specification?

To answer this question, we define a minimization query that computes such a minimal set.

Definition 3.5 (Minimization query) Given a non-ambiguous specification $E$, the minimization query computes a minimal non-ambiguous specification $E_m$ from $E$, i.e. $\neg \text{Amb}(E_m, P^?) \land \neg \exists E', E' \subset E_m \land \neg \text{Amb}(E', P^?)$.

An algorithm that solves the minimization query is presented in Section 3.5.

In our case study, we show that, under our assumptions $P^?$, one needs to replicate about 10% of experiments. This result suggests that computing which experiments to perform might reduce unnecessary laboratory work.

Example 3.5 We explored the minimization query for Example 3.1. Our synthesizer prunes $E$ down to the first three rows of Figure 3.4 as a minimally unambiguous specification. This is somewhat surprising but it gives substantial insight into the problem, as the user can now understand that the specification of the four cases with lost communication was redundant, while the user may have presumed that it was necessary.

3.3 Language

In this section, we present the formal semantics of our language, by first defining the language constructs, and then giving operational semantics rules for execution.
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Figure 3.5. Update functions generated using the alternative query model to differentiate from the model in Example 3.1 under ambiguous specification, obtained by removing row 2 of Figure 3.4.

The basic construct in SBL is a component. We denote the set of all components in a program by \( \text{Comp} \). Components are connected via a set of directed edges, defined by the relation \( \text{Edges} \subseteq \text{Comp} \times \text{Comp} \). Edges model channels of communication between cell components. For each component \( c \), we say a component \( c' \) is an input component of \( c \) if there is an edge \((c', c) \in \text{Edges}\). For each \( c \), we define the set of input components \( \text{Input}_c \) as \( \{c' : (c', c) \in \text{Edges}\} \). A component \( c \) has a state \( \sigma_c \) that takes values from a finite domain \( L_c \). Each component \( c \) is also associated with an update function, denoted \( f_c \), that updates its state \( \sigma_c \), given the current value of its input components. The function \( f_c \) has domain \( L_c \times \prod_{c' \in \text{Input}_c} L_{c'} \) and range \( L_c \). The update function for a component is chosen from a sequence of functions \( F_c := [f_{c,1}, \ldots, f_{c,k}] \) that describe possible alternative behaviors of that component under different mutations, i.e., the natural and altered behaviors of the component.

A cell is a set of components. Within a cell, we have a synchronous execution model, i.e. all components of a cell update their state simultaneously. The state of a cell \( \bar{\sigma} \) is defined as the set of states of the components that the cell contains. We denote the set of all cells in a program by \( \text{Cells} \). \( \text{Cells} \) forms a partition on all the components in the program. A pair of cells \((\text{cell}_1, \text{cell}_2)\) are said to be communicating if there exists a pair of components \((\text{comp}_1, \text{comp}_2)\) connected by an edge in the respective cells.

The pair \((\text{Cells}, \text{Edges})\) constitutes a program. The program state \( \bar{\sigma} \) is the set of all cell states in the program. The input to a program is a configuration (i.e. a mutation). A configuration is a function from components to integers, that expresses for each component \( c \) the index of the function in \( F_c \) that should be used as the update function \( f_c \). The output of a program is defined as the state of user-designated components in the final state reached in an execution.
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Run-Program

\[
S = s :: ss 
\xrightarrow{\bar{\sigma}_{\text{init}} \cdot \text{Cells,Edges}} \langle \bar{\sigma}', ss \rangle 
\xrightarrow{\text{Cells,Edges}} \langle \bar{\sigma}_{\text{final}}, [] \rangle
\]

Run-Program-Base

\[
\langle \bar{\sigma}, [] \rangle \xrightarrow{\text{Cells,Edges}} \langle \bar{\sigma}, [] \rangle
\]

Advance-Cells

\[
\forall \text{cell} \in \text{Cells} \quad \bar{\sigma}_{\text{cell}} \xrightarrow{\bar{\sigma}_{\text{cell}} \cdot \text{Edges,} s(\text{cell})} \bar{\sigma}'_{\text{cell}} \\
\bar{\sigma} \xrightarrow{s, \text{Cells,Edges}} \bar{\sigma}'
\]

Cell-Enabled

\[
\forall \sigma_c \in \bar{\sigma} \quad \sigma_c \xrightarrow{c, \bar{\sigma}, \text{Edges}} \sigma'_c \\
\bar{\sigma} \xrightarrow{c, \text{Cell,Edges,} 1} \bar{\sigma}'
\]

Cell-Disabled

\[
\bar{\sigma} \xrightarrow{c, \bar{\sigma}, \text{Edges,} 0} \bar{\sigma}
\]

Advance-Component

\[
\Sigma = \{ \sigma_{c'} : (c', c) \in \text{Edges} \} \\
f_c(\Sigma, \sigma) = \sigma'
\]

Figure 3.6. Small-step semantics for program execution. Run-Program runs a schedule by advancing the cells according to each micro-step in the schedule, with Run-Program-Base as the base case. Advance-Cells rule updates the states of cells, depending on the current micro-step \(s\). If a cell is enabled, it is advanced by applying the Cell-Enabled rule. Conversely, if a cell is disabled, the Cell-Disabled rule keeps its state unchanged. Advance-Node rule updates the state of a component by invoking the update function on the states of all input component states and its own state.

Partial Programs. The sequence \(F_c\) of functions associated with component \(c\) need not be specified concretely. When at least one component function is not concretely specified, we say the program is partial. Typically, users will only concretely specify the behaviors under well-understood mutations that would not make sense to redefine. For example, a typical example in the biological case is the knock-out mutation which subdues the function of the component and fixes it to the OFF state.

Operational semantics Figure 3.6 shows the small-step semantic rules for program execution. Here, we assume that the program starts in the initial state \(\bar{\sigma}_{\text{init}}\), and that it has already been preprocessed by fixing a particular update function for each component according to the input configuration. The semantics are defined recursing down the program structure. The Run-Program rule executes the program by moving all cells in accordance with a schedule \(S\). The Advance-Cells rule captures the intuition that each schedule step \(s\) partitions the cells into the sets enabled (for which \(s(c) = 1\)) and disabled (for which \(s(c) = 0\)). Rules Cell-Enabled and
Cell-Disabled describe how cell states are updated for enabled and disabled cells, respectively. For the disabled cells, the state remains unchanged. Enabled cells are advanced by applying the Advance-Component rule for each component, which corresponds to updating the component state by reading the state of connected neighbors and using the component’s update function.

**Bounded Asynchrony.** The concurrency notion that our execution model admits is bounded asynchrony. This model faithfully represents biological systems where complete synchrony is too strict, and complete asynchrony does not accurately model cells that progress at similar but not identical rates.

Fisher et al. [48] define bounded asynchrony with schedules consisting of micro- and macro-steps. Each micro-step consists of a subset of the components stepping synchronously. This is what we have been calling a schedule up to this point. Next we block micro-steps together into a macro-step. Each $k$-bounded macro-step consists of all components taking $k$ steps split across multiple micro-steps. For example, let us consider three nodes and the schedule 110 (micro-step) indicates the first two take a step while the third waits. Suppose the second schedule is the micro-step 001. Then the two micro-steps together make a macro-step in which all nodes take one step and which is therefore 1-bounded.

Schedules over micro-steps are much more expensive to enumerate than schedules over macro-steps, especially 1-bounded macro-steps. Schedules over 1-bounded macro-steps (where each node necessarily moves once), can be succinctly encoded without loss of information as pairwise happens-before between connected nodes. That is, a 1-bounded macro-schedule is an assignment of $<, >$, or $=$ to each edge in the node topology\(^2\). The following lemma holds:

**Lemma 1 (Fisher et al. [48])** A micro-schedule exists if and only if a realizable macro-schedule exists over the node topology.

Here a realizable macro-schedule is one that does not cause an inconsistent ordering of nodes in a cycle. We use this result critically to efficiently encode partial programs as formulas (Section 3.4), and restrict schedules to be 1-bounded.

Using macro-steps allows us to define a compact symbolic encoding of our programs into formulas, which would have not been possible with micro-steps.

### 3.4 Translating Programs into Formulas

We now describe how to translate execution of SBL programs to SMT formulas, enabling verification and synthesis. We first give rewrite rules that construct a formula corresponding to the symbolic execution of a program. We then describe additional constraints that encode biological domain knowledge to be used in synthesis of programs.

\(^2\)Technically, for micro-steps it is the sequence of ordered bell numbers or Fubini numbers [2], while for 1-bounded macro-steps it is $3^{\text{num edges}}$. 
The translation of program execution is parameterized by the following symbolic variables:

1. For each time step \( t \) and each pair of connected cells \((c_1, c_2)\), we define a channel configuration variable \( \text{channel}_{t,c_1,c_2} \) that must hold exactly one of the three values “\(<\)”, “\(>\)”, and “\(=\)”. These variables encode the symbolic schedule for program execution. Variables \( \text{channel}_{t,c_1,c_2} \) and \( \text{channel}_{t,c_2,c_1} \) are asserted to be consistent in the following way:

   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \text{channel}_{t,c_1,c_2} = "\text{\textgreater\textless}\" & \iff \text{channel}_{t,c_2,c_1} = "\text{\textless\textgreater}\" \\
   \text{channel}_{t,c_1,c_2} = "\text{\textless}\" & \iff \text{channel}_{t,c_2,c_1} = "\text{\textgreater}\" \\
   \text{channel}_{t,c_1,c_2} = "\text{\textequal}\" & \iff \text{channel}_{t,c_2,c_1} = "\text{\textequal}\"
   \end{align*}
   \]

2. For each component \( c \), we represent each function \( f_i \in F_c \) as a lookup table with symbolic values for each value in its domain \( L_c \times \Pi_{c' \in \text{Input}_c} L_{c'} \). Entries of the lookup table are represented by the variables \( \text{table}_{v_c,v_{c_1},\ldots,v_{c_n}} \) that take values in \( L_c \).

3. For each component \( c \), we represent its mutation symbolically as a variable \( m_c \), that encodes the index of the function to use among \( F_c \). If \( m_c \) has value \( i \), then the function \( f_{c,i} \) will be used as the update function of component \( c \).

4. For each component \( c \) at each execution step, we create a variable \( \sigma_{t,c} \) that takes values in the domain of \( L_c \). These variables represent the component state symbolically over the execution of the program.

Figure 3.7. Translation rules for symbolic execution of programs.

Translation of Program Execution

The translation of program execution is parameterized by the following symbolic variables:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_{\text{RUN}}[\text{Cells, Edges}] & := \bigwedge_{t \in \{1, \ldots, k\}} \bigwedge_{\text{cell} \in \text{Cells}} \bigwedge_{c \in \text{cell}} T_{\text{READ}}[t, c, \text{Edges}] \land T_{\text{UPDATE}}[t, c, \text{Edges}] \\
T_{\text{READ}}[t, c, \text{Edges}] & := \bigwedge_{(c', c) \in \text{Edges}} \bigwedge_{c' \in \text{cell}'} \left( (\text{channel}_{t,c',c} = "\text{\textless}\") \Rightarrow (\sigma_{\text{read},t,c,c'} = \sigma_{t-1,c,c'}) \right) \\
& \land (\text{channel}_{t,c',c} = "\text{\textgreater}\") \Rightarrow (\sigma_{\text{read},t,c,c'} = \sigma_{t-1,c,c'}) \\
& \land (\text{channel}_{t,c',c} = "\text{\textequal}\") \Rightarrow (\sigma_{\text{read},t,c,c'} = \sigma_{t,c,c'}) \\
T_{\text{UPDATE}}[t, c, \text{Edges}] & := \bigwedge_{f_i \in F_c} m_c = i \Rightarrow \left( \bigwedge_{(v_c,v_{c_1},\ldots,v_{c_n}) \in \text{dom}(f_i)} (\sigma_{t-1,c,i} = \sigma_{\text{read},t,c,i}, \ldots, \sigma_{\text{read},t,c,n}) = (v_c,v_{c_1},\ldots,v_{c_n}) \Rightarrow \sigma_{t,c} = \text{table}_{v_c,v_{c_1},\ldots,v_{c_n}} \right)
\end{align*}
\]
Translation rules for compiling program execution to an SMT formula are shown in Figure 3.7.

$T_{\text{Run}}$ is the top-level rule for translating the execution of a program, unrolling the execution for $k$ steps. $T_{\text{Read}}$ uses the symbolic macro-schedule values to assert the input states that should be read by each component at a given macro-step. If a cell $\text{cell}$ runs before or at the same time as another cell $\text{cell}'$ (i.e. the macro-step variable between the two cells at a time step has value “$<$”, or “$=$”), the components in $\text{cell}$ reads their input states from $\text{cell}'$ at the previous time step. On the other hand, if $\text{cell}$ runs after $\text{cell}'$, it reads its input states from the current time step. Finally, $T_{\text{Update}}$ asserts that the state of a component is updated in terms of its symbolic mutation, input state, own state, and update function. The outermost conjunction enumerates over possible update functions. For each mutation, the inner conjunction enumerates possible input value tuples of the update function. The symbolic state is updated given symbolic lookup variables for the chosen mutation.

This translation does not impose any constraints on the parameterized update functions, and therefore encodes a very large space of possible update functions. To help with the program synthesis task, we need to restrict this space. This is achieved in Section 3.4 by asserting biologically motivated constraints on the structure of the parameterized update functions.

**Domain-Specific Constraints on Update Functions**

The translation in Section 3.4 does not impose restrictions on the structure of the update functions that are left unspecified by the user. When modeling biological systems, formulating a hypothesis typically involves stating high-level invariants about whether a component activates or inhibits another one. In this section, we describe how the space of update functions is restricted using this high-level knowledge.

We first formalize how the high-level biological invariants are stated by defining a partial labeling of edges with activation and inhibition semantics.

**Definition 3.6 (Edge labeling)** Given a partial program $P^2$, the partial function $\text{label} : \text{Edges} \rightarrow \{\text{activating, inhibiting}\}$ annotates edges in $P^2$ as either activating or inhibiting.

As a component’s state expresses its activation level, we assume the existence of a total order on its possible states. This will allow us to state the properties that restrict the space of update functions.

**Definition 3.7 (State ordering)** Let $c$ be a component, and $L_c$ the set of possible state values for $c$. The state ordering $\leq_c$ is a total order on $L_c$.

Using the edge labeling and the state ordering for each component, we now define a partial order on the combined input values for a component.
Definition 3.8 (Input ordering) Given a component $c$ with update function $f_c : L_c \times L_{c_1} \times \ldots \times L_{c_n} \rightarrow L_c$, the partial order $\preceq_c$ on elements of $L_c \times L_{c_1} \times \ldots \times L_{c_n}$ is defined as:

$$(v_1, \ldots, v_n) \preceq_c (u_1, \ldots, u_n) := \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, n\},
\begin{align*}
(label((c_i, c))) &= \text{activating} \land v_i \leq_{c_i} u_i \lor \\
(label((c_i, c))) &= \text{inhibiting} \land v_i \geq_{c_i} u_i
\end{align*}$$

Intuitively, $\preceq$ is a partial order on the strength of the input values to a component, based on the activation and inhibition annotations. We now describe two kinds of invariants that restrict the space of possible update functions.

**Input monotonicity** Our first property is motivated by the following observation: If there is an activating edge from component $c_1$ to component $c_2$, then an increase in $\sigma_{c_1}$ should not have by itself the effect of decreasing $\sigma_{c_2}$. Conversely, if $c_1$ and $c_2$ are connected through an inhibiting edge, then a decrease in the value of $\sigma_{c_1}$ should not result by itself in the decrease of $\sigma_{c_2}$:

$$\forall i_1, i_2 \in L_{c_1} \times \ldots \times L_{c_n}. \forall v \in L_c.
\begin{align*}
i_1 \preceq_c i_2 \Rightarrow f_c(v, i_1) \leq_c f_c(v, i_2)
\end{align*}$$

**State monotonicity** The second property that we assert imposes a monotonicity constraint on $f_c$ in terms of the value of $\sigma_c$. This property expresses that, for the same input value, a greater the activation level of the component cannot be updated to a smaller value:

$$\forall i \in L_{c_1} \times \ldots \times L_{c_n}. \forall v_1, v_2 \in L_c.
\begin{align*}
v_1 \leq_c v_2 \Rightarrow f_c(v_1, i) \leq_c f_c(v_2, i)
\end{align*}$$

We found that asserting constraints that encode these two invariants based on user annotations on component connections is crucial for ensuring that the structure of update functions agree with existing biological knowledge.

### 3.5 Synthesis and Querying Spaces of Models

In section 3.4, we described how we translate program execution to formulas. In this section, we present algorithms that leverage this translation for verification and synthesis, as well as specification ambiguity analysis.

The formula that encodes program execution parameterizes (1) update functions (which are the holes in partial programs); (2) schedules; and (3) input configurations (i.e. mutations). The space for update functions and the space for schedules are typically very large. However, specifications are typically wet-lab experiments which are sparse and inherently small (of order
10^2 experiments). Based on this observation, we develop algorithms that unroll quantifications for input configurations only.

In the following, we refer to the symbolic output parameter of translating the execution of $P$ with input $m$ and schedule $s$ as $P(m, s)$, and we denote by $E$ the specification (given as a partial function from $M$ to $2^F$).

### Verifying Programs

The correctness condition presented in Section 3.2 is defined as:

$$\text{correct}(P) := \text{demonic}(P) \land \text{angelic}(P)$$

The properties $\text{demonic}(P)$ and $\text{angelic}(P)$ are in 1QBF and 2QBF respectively. As a result, the correctness condition $\text{correct}(P)$ is in 2QBF.

We verify correctness conditions $\text{demonic}(P)$ and $\text{angelic}(P)$ separately, using a verifier $V_d$ that searches for demonic schedules that lead to the violation of the specification, and a verifier $V_a$ that checks whether all non-deterministic outcomes for a given mutation can be reached for some angelic schedule.

**Verifying for demonic schedules.** The formula $\text{demonic}(P)$ states that the set $E(m)$ is an upper bound for all observed outcomes of $P$ with input $m$:

$$\text{demonic}(P) := \forall m \in \text{dom}(E). \forall s \in S. P(m, s) \in E(m)$$

To check this property, we attempt to disprove it by searching for a demonic schedule that produces an unobserved outcome for an input in $\text{dom}(E)$, the domain of $E$. Given the observation that there is a small set of input values in $\text{dom}(E)$, we solve this formula by unrolling the existential quantification over this set, and by querying symbolically for a demonic schedule. The condition $P(m, s) \notin E(m)$ is expressed by unrolling over values in $E(m)$, which is also a small set. We thus solve the 1QBF formula:

$$\bigvee_{m \in \text{dom}(E)} \exists s. \bigwedge_{f \in E(m)} P(m, s) \neq f$$

If this formula is satisfiable, $P$ does not satisfy $\text{demonic}$, and we obtain a concrete counterexample $(m, s)$ such that running $P$ on input $m$ and schedule $s$ leads to an unobserved fate. If it is unsatisfiable, then $P$ is correct with respect to $\text{demonic}$.

**Verifying for angelic schedules.** The $\text{angelic}$ condition states that all outcomes in the set that $m$ maps to must be observable, i.e. appear in some execution of $P$ on $m$:

$$\text{angelic}(P) := \forall m \in \text{dom}(E), f \in E(m). \exists s. P(m, s) = f$$
This amounts to searching for an angelic schedule for each \( f \in E(m) \). We reduce the 2QBF correctness property to an efficiently solvable 1QBF problem by unrolling values of the domain \( \text{dom}(E) \), again based on the assumption that this is a small domain. To unroll \( \text{angelic}(P) \), we construct the following query for each \( m \in \text{dom}(E) \) and for each \( f \in E(m) \):

\[
\exists s. \ P(m, s) = f
\]

If the above formula is unsatisfiable for some \( m \) and \( f \), then no angelic schedule can be found for reaching that outcome when running \( P \), and \( (m, f) \) is a counterexample input/output pair witnessing that \( \text{angelic}(P) \) does not hold. If the formula is satisfiable for each \( m \in \text{dom}(E) \) and for each \( f \in E(m) \), then verification for angelic schedules succeeds.

A program verifies against the specification \( E \) if it verifies against both \( V_d \) and \( V_a \).

### Synthesizing Programs

In our language, it is possible to define a partial program \( P^? \) that admits freedom in the update functions of its components. We now present a synthesis algorithm for finding update functions in \( P^? \) such that the completed program \( P^h \) is correct with respect to the correctness condition \( \text{correct}(P) \). Our procedure leverages the two verifiers \( V_d \) and \( V_a \) to check correctness properties \( \text{demonic} \) and \( \text{angelic} \) respectively, in order to solve the following synthesis problem:

\[
S(h) := \exists h. \ \text{demonic}(P^h) \land \text{angelic}(P^h)
\]

This formula is in 3QBF, due to the quantifier alternation \( \exists \forall \exists \) resulting from \( \text{angelic}(P^h) \) being nested within the quantification over \( h \).

We solve \( S(h) \) by developing a counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) algorithm, which decomposes the 3QBF problem into two 1QBF solvers (an inductive synthesizer and the demonic verifier \( V_d \)) and one 2QBF solver (the angelic verifier \( V_a \)). The inductive synthesizer produces a candidate model that is correct on all counterexamples and sends this model to both verifiers. If both approve the model, the synthesis successfully terminates. If either fails, counterexamples are produced, refining the correctness constraints placed on the inductive synthesizer, making it eventually produce a correct model (or conclude that no model exists in the model space described by \( P^? \)). The solver architecture is shown in Figure 3.8.

Precisely, the synthesizer maintains two sets of counterexamples, \( CE_1 \subseteq \text{dom}(E) \times S \) and \( CE_2 \subseteq \text{dom}(E) \times F \). The first set contains pairs of inputs and schedules, and is computed with counterexamples given by the verifier for demonic schedules. The second one is a subset of the input/output specifications, and is in turn computed with counterexamples found by the verifier for angelic schedules. Starting with initial sets \( CE_1 \) and \( CE_2 \), the synthesizer solves at
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Each step the following formula to find a candidate model:

\[ \exists h. \left( \bigwedge_{(m,s) \in CE_1} P^h(m,s) \in E(m) \right) \land \left( \bigwedge_{(m,f) \in CE_2} \exists s. P^h(m,s) = f \right) \]

If the above formula is unsatisfiable, the partial program cannot be completed, i.e. synthesis fails. Otherwise, the valuation of \( h \) defines a candidate model that we attempt to verify using verifiers \( V_d \) and \( V_a \). If at least one of the verifiers returns with a counterexample, the synthesizer attempts to find a new candidate after updating the sets \( CE_1 \) and \( CE_2 \) with the counterexamples returned by either verifier. If a candidate model is validated by both verifiers, we obtain the completed program \( P^h \) that is correct with respect to the specification \( E \).

**Querying for Ambiguity Analysis**

Given the above procedure for synthesizing programs, we are now interested in querying spaces of possible models. In particular, we analyze ambiguity of specifications. If a specification
is underspecified, we aim to reduce ambiguity by expanding it. If, on the other hand, it is overspecified, our goal is to reduce the specification size without introducing ambiguity.

Computing Aggregate Outcome  We first give an iterative algorithm to find aggregate outcome set for a given program $p$ and a given input $m$. The aggregate outcome set $P[m]$ is the set of outcomes of $P$ on $m$ over all schedules. We approach the task by first computing the outcome of $P$ on $m$ under an initial schedule $s$. We then enlarge the set of observed outcomes $Obs$ by searching for a schedule leading the program to produce a previously unseen outcome. To find such an outcome, we build a formula that states that the new outcome must differ from each value in the $Obs$ set inferred so far. Each step of the algorithm thus attempts to extend $Obs$ by solving the following formula:

$$\exists s. \bigwedge_{f \in Obs} P(m, s) \neq f$$

If this formula is satisfiable, we obtain an outcome that we add to the set $Obs$, and then attempt to solve the formula with the updated set. If it is unsatisfiable, we have obtained all outcomes that can be produced by $P$ on input $m$.

Alternative Models

To ascertain that a given hypothesis is the sole explanation to a biological phenomenon, a biologist would like to learn whether there exists another hypothesis that differs from the first on its observable outcome on an unperformed experiment, but is correct on the known experiments. Given a program $P_1$ that expresses the first hypothesis, and a partial program $P^?_2$ that expresses a space of alternatives for the second, we can state this query formally as:

$$\exists m. \exists h. \text{correct}(P^h_2) \land P^h_2[m] \neq P_1[m]$$

If this query is satisfiable, then there is an alternative program $P^h_2$ and a new experiment $m$ such that performing the experiment $m$ will invalidate at least one of $P_1$ and $P^h_2$. We now describe an algorithm to solve this query.

Given the hypothesis that the space of mutation experiments $M$ is small, we approach this task by unrolling the existential quantification over $m$. The problem then reduces to synthesizing $P^h_2$ for a given mutation $m$, such that $P^h_2[m] \neq P_1[m]$.

$P^h_2[m]$ can differ from $P_1[m]$ in two distinct ways: (1) It can either contain an output value not in $P_1[m]$; or (2) it can be a strict subset of $P_1[m]$. We give one algorithm for each case.

Case 1. A program $P^h_2$ that produces an outcome not seen in $P_1[m]$ can be found by augmenting the synthesis query described in Section 3.5 with a constraint asserting that there exists a schedule that leads $P^h_2$ to produce an outcome not in $P_1[m]$, i.e. $P^h_2[m] \setminus P_1[m] \neq \emptyset$. We solve the following formula to answer this query:

$$\exists h. \text{correct}(P^h_2) \land \exists s. P^h_2(m, s) \not\in P[m]$$
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This formula is satisfiable if and only if there exists a completion of program $P^h_2$ that produces an outcome not in $P^m$. It is 3QBF, and is handled using the mechanism of a synthesizer communicating with two verifiers to perform inductive synthesis described in Section 3.5.

Case 2. Alternatively, $P^h_2$ may be found by attempting to synthesize a model that always produces outcomes in a strict subset of $P_1^m$. This is achieved by discarding elements of $P_1^m$ one at a time, to see if such a model can be found. We do not need consider all subsets of $P_1^m$, as we only state that $P_1^m \setminus \{f\}$ is only an upper bound of the possible outcomes for input $m$.

\[
\exists h. \text{correct}(P^h_2) \land \\
\left( \forall f \in P_1^m \forall s. P^h_2(i, s) \in P_1^m \setminus \{f\} \right)
\]

This formula is satisfiable if and only if there exists a completion of program $P^h_2$ such that its observable outcome set is a strict subset of observable outcomes of $P_1$ on input $m$. Similarly to Case 1, we use the scheme of cooperating solvers described in Section 3.5 to solve this formula.

Minimization

In a context where performing experiments is an expensive process, a researcher may want to obtain a minimal non-ambiguous specification that sufficiently constrains the space of models to validate a hypothesis. Given a partial program $P^?$ that expresses a hypothesis, and a specification $E$ that is non-ambiguous with respect to $P^?$, the task of finding a minimal non-ambiguous specification $E_m$ is stated as:

$$-\text{Amb}(E_m, P^?) \land -\exists E', E' \subset E_m \land -\text{Amb}(E', P^?)$$

We compute a minimal specification $E_m$ by iteratively restricting the domain of $E$ for the partial program $P^?$. This can be done by invoking the alternative model query once for each mutation in $\text{dom}(E)$.

At each step, we check whether program $P^?$ can be completed to a program $P^h$ that decides a set of outputs $P^h[m]$ distinct from $E(m)$, considering as specification the set of currently non-redundant input values. This check is performed using the alternative model query described in Section 3.5. If synthesis fails, $m$ is marked as redundant. Otherwise, removing $m$ from the specification leads to ambiguity, and as a result $m$ should be kept in the final set of pruned inputs. Upon considering all inputs in the domain of $E$, a minimal specification is obtained by removing from the domain of $E$ those inputs that are marked as redundant.

3.6 Case Study: C. elegans vulval development

We attempt to synthesize a model for the vulval precursor cells (VPCs) that start off identical but through coordination among themselves and with the Anchor Cell (AC) agree on specific fates.
Figure 3.9. (a) The template $VPC^2$ we use for our experiments, which is derived as simply the union of connections known to biologists [50] as informally shown by Figure 3.1. The “fate” nodes are instrumentation nodes to help read out the outcome. (b) A small fraction of the specification $E$ (4 rows out of 48), obtained from literature in biology [50]. A fate pattern of $1/2$ indicates that both 1 and 2 are outcomes observed in experiments.

From informal descriptions of protein interactions found in biological literature, we develop our template $VPC^2$. The template is shown in Figure 3.9(a) (derived from Figure 3.1.)

From the template, we observed that there are nodes with extremely simplistic on-off behavior. These are LS, the downstream nodes of the cascade (sem5, let60, and mpk1) and the fate nodes. While we can introduce holes in them (with expected performance degradation, yet not being intractable), biologists have a very clear understanding of these nodes, and so expect to see a simple and known behavior in them. Additionally, introducing holes in these nodes leaves too much freedom to the synthesizer, such that generated models do not have a biological interpretation.

Therefore we run our tool with unknown update functions for lin12, let23, and lst. The generated update functions satisfy the specification and template structure of the program. On the other hand, lin12, which has a very well understood behavior, colludes with the other components to give models that are hard to explain to the biologists. Therefore, we additionally allow the user to specify the behavior of lin12 concretely and synthesize let23 and lst. Let23 and lst are indeed the most complex functions in their timing delays (and have the most complex interconnection dependences). Indeed, in our attempts prior to synthesis (when designing the verifier) to write the model by hand, we actually failed. Additionally, the models previously written did not maintain the requisite lin12 behavior. Therefore, our synthesizer was solving a problem that had been impossible to solve manually, even after considerable effort.
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The specification consists of forty-eight experimental observations of the fate outcomes of six VPC cells in sequence. Some of these observation have non-deterministic outcome fates. A fragment of the specification is shown in Figure 3.9(b).

From the template and these experiments, our synthesizer generated update function solutions to let23 and lst that were confirmed by the biologists to be plausible behaviors. The output from the synthesizer is shown in Figure 3.10(a).

It is important to note that this is a very significant achievement. Previously, when we had written down a model for VPCs in RM [50] it had the following flaws: (1) The previous model did not satisfy a biological invariant required on the lin12 component, and all efforts to fix the model failed, (2) RM is too expressive and therefore there were cases where the model “read the future” which was hard to interpret biologically, (3) the model lacked readability prohibiting debugging, extension, and biological interpretation. Our synthesized alternative model solves all these. Our first biologically relevant result is therefore that through synthesis we have revalidated the (experimentally-confirmed) prediction from previous work, without the vagaries of human modeling.

Specification ambiguity for C. elegans VPC models

Next, we analyzed the ambiguity in the specification. The important biological unknown is the specific node within the cascade let23-sem5-let60-mpk1 that sends out the inhibitory signal to lin12 and lst. We attempted experimenting with all four options under our definition of understanding the specification ambiguity:

Alternative models for particular input configuration 44 of the 48 experimental observations are deterministic. We wanted to know how many models exist if only the deterministic outcomes are asserted. We found that under this relaxed specification, all four options of inhibition coming from any node of the cascade work.

Then using the alternative model query from Section 3.5, we asked for a model including any one of the four remaining outcomes. The synthesizer eliminates two that have inhibition emanating from let60 and mpk1. This was significant since it formally confirmed the biologist’s intuition that the inhibition comes from higher up in the cascade. Additionally, it showed that sem5 (in addition to let23, which was conjectured earlier) was a valid possibility for the inhibitor.

Input configuration for disambiguating models Next, we attempted to observationally distinguish these two remaining valid models. Our 48 observations mutate the entire cascade (all nodes let23 to mpk1) together. We wanted to infer if a finer-grained mutation exists that distinguishes these two remaining mechanistic hypotheses. We expanded the experimental set by enumerating all possibilities of the cascade nodes ($2^4$ possibilities of expansion for each of the 48 rows) leading to 384 experiments. Our synthesizer shows that no other mutations exist that would observationally distinguish these two hypotheses. This saves the biologist significant
Figure 3.10. Synthesized update functions given two different connection topologies, for let23, and lst. (a) The topology with lst and lin12 inhibited by let23. The template allows for three let23 states and three lst states. (b) The topology with lst and lin12 inhibited by sem5. The template allows for three let23 states and two lst states.

effort (336 experiments, each of which are expensive and time-consuming) as they now know that mutation experiments will not suffice to distinguish these explanations and out-of-band experiments need to be performed.

**Inferring the minimal specification** We run our minimization query from Section 3.5 for each of the VPC queries, with significant results. We infer that, for the space we are searching over, only four experimental observations suffice to yield a unique model. This set contains all non-deterministic outcomes, and additionally others that together constrain the system enough to yield the unique model that is explained by the 48 experiments.

**Wet-lab predictions** Our exploration demonstrated that (1) let23 is not the only possibility for inhibition, but sem5 is as well; (2) let60 and mpk1 cannot play that role; and (3) the models using let23 and sem5 cannot be distinguished observationally. These suggest a possible inhibition from sem5, that cannot be distinguished through mutation experiments on the components included in our model, therefore other types of experiments would need to be done.

### 3.7 Performance evaluation

We implemented our language as an embedded DSL in Scala. Our synthesis and analysis framework, also implemented in Scala, uses the Z3 theorem prover [102] as its underlying constraint solver. We interface with Z3 through the ScalaZ3 library [82]. Our framework consists of 5K lines of code.
We show performance results for the evaluation of our synthesis procedure in Figure 3.11(a). For each example, we present total execution time, maximum memory usage, number of calls to the underlying SMT solver Z3, average call time, the structure of holes in the partial programs, as well as the search space for synthesizing update functions. VPC1, VPC2, VPC3 and VPC4 are models of the fate decision in *C. elegans* vulval precursor cell development that express each different biological hypotheses about the cells through their topology. VPC1 and VPC2 are synthesized using a specification $E$ with domain size 48, while VPC3 and VPC4 are synthesized using a specification $E'$ whose domain is restricted to 44 elements. Sensors is the example introduced in Section 3.2. For each example, we report the total running time for synthesis, the maximum memory usage, number of calls to the underlying SMT solver Z3, the average time Z3 takes to solve these queries, a description of holes in the partial program as a sequence of number of states for each unspecified update function, and the size of the search space for synthesizing these functions.

In all cases, we find that even for a complicated synthesis problem such as the VPCs, our synthesizer is efficient.

In Figure 3.11(b), we present performance results for the pruning procedure described in Section 3.5. We report the domain size for the result of the procedure and the initial domain size in the *pruned/total* column.

As expected, the time for pruning is significantly higher than for only synthesis. This is because multiple synthesis and verification queries are solved in the process of minimization.
However, compared to the amount of time this could potentially save the biologists, i.e. months or even years of work in doing redundant experiments, our inference times are insignificant.

3.8 Related Work

Inference of biological models While model checking of (manually written) logical biological models has been an active area of research, we are not aware of work that synthesizes these models. In contrast, a growing body of literature exists on inference of non-logical models. The first class of such models uses ordinary differential equations (ODEs). An example of ODE model inference from temporal and spatial data is the work by Aswani et al., who reduce the amount of prior knowledge needed to infer an accurate model [8]. Rizk et al. find parameters for ODE models by optimizing a notion of continuous degree of satisfaction of temporal logic formulas [123]. Because ODE models are continuous, these techniques do not appear directly applicable for inference of logical models based on concurrent systems.

Machine learning has also been used to infer biological models. Barker et al. use time series data of protein levels to infer whether a protein is an activator or a suppressor of another protein [13]. Time series data of concentrations is not available in our setting, so these approaches do not apply to the inference of our models.

Stochastic modeling An alternative to modeling biological systems using non-deterministic concurrency is to use stochasticity [7, 97, 61]. If we were interested in making predictions on the system’s output behavior, i.e. the most likely the behavior of the cell for a given mutation, we might select a model that predicts concentrations of proteins under varying initial parameters, including those not yet measured in the lab. Such predictive models are often stochastic.

In contrast, we care to only discover a mechanistic explanation for the cellular system (i.e. how proteins communicate to agree on a particular cell fate). It is appropriate here to rely on a discrete model because the modeling problem is to find a program that reproduces each observed outcome on at least one execution — as opposed to some ratio of all executions. The existence of such a schedule is sufficient to determine the need to have the crucial protein-protein interaction.

Synthesis algorithms for concurrent systems. Our synthesis algorithm extends the synthesis algorithm for concurrent data structures [138]. That work showed how to extend the CEGIS algorithm [139] from the sequential setting into the semantics of concurrent programs. The resulting algorithm however did not handle the richer specification used in this work (i.e. the angelic correctness). Indeed, new algorithms had to be developed for the specifications of this work. The Paraglider project developed synthesizers for concurrent data structures by deriving them from high-level specifications [153]. It is not clear how these derivation algorithms can be adapted to synthesis of concurrent systems under input-output examples such as ours.
Model checking [61, 14, 39, 15, 24] and abstract interpretation [35] have been applied to analyze various biological systems. All such efforts to manually construct and validate models have severely demonstrated the need for a synthesis system.

Various other paradigms have been used to model biological systems, including Petri nets [25], boolean networks [90], and process algebras [120]. While our techniques are not directly applicable, our success in synthesis for a model previously expressed in the expressive RM formalism demonstrates potential for synthesis in these other formalisms as well.

3.9 Conclusion

We present a language and develop algorithms for synthesizing concurrent models from experiments that perform mutations on biological cells and observe the results of the mutation on developed cells. We synthesize models that reproduce all non-deterministic outcomes of experiments. This variant of synthesis requires a 3QBF algorithm, which we design by allowing three solvers to communicate counterexamples. We also develop algorithms for analyzing specification ambiguity, ascertaining that a model is the sole biological explanation whenever possible under given biological assumptions, and computing minimal non-ambiguous specifications. We carried out a significant case study, synthesizing a model of vulval cell fate specification in the C. elegans earthworm that expresses a previously unknown biological hypothesis.
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Investigating the Identifiability of Boolean Network Models from Single-Cell Data

Single-cell data offer a high-resolution view of dynamic cellular processes that can be used to uncover the underlying mechanisms from a single “run”. It has been demonstrated that symbolic reasoning enables an efficient search that can exhaustively explore the space of Boolean models that agree with such data. However, data imperfections such as measurement errors and sparse sampling make it challenging to infer such executable models. We present Karme, a framework we developed to infer Boolean network models of gene regulation from single-cell data and cell trajectories, and a workflow to evaluate the identifiability of Boolean network models in face of varying degrees of measurement errors, sample sparsity, and prior knowledge. This workflow consists of applying Karme on in silico observations of myeloid differentiation, and evaluating its performance in predicting behavior under unseen perturbations. We further propose an experimental design approach to distinguish inferred Boolean network models using user-defined metrics, and demonstrate its ability to identify perturbation experiments that target genes that have a central role in the modeled system.

4.1 Introduction

A fundamental goal in biology is to reveal the mechanisms controlling the expression of genes in dynamic cellular processes, such as the differentiation of a progenitor cell type into multiple cell types. Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) regulate gene expression in the cell, and discovering their structure is useful to understand cellular development. Traditional transcriptomics assays show gene expression levels averaged over a population of cells, hiding heterogeneity between distinct cell types that have different gene expression patterns. With recent technological advances, it is possible to perform single-cell transcriptomics assays, which offer a high-resolution view of heterogeneous cell populations, by measuring gene expression in individual cells. How-
ever, measuring an individual cell destroys it, and it is therefore impossible to trace a single cell’s evolution through a cellular process.

The first challenge in modeling GRNs from single-cell transcriptomics data is to recover the temporal expressions of genes from snapshots of individual cells. A multitude of methods aiming to identify cell lineage trees and order cells across each lineage “trajectory” have been developed in recent years [10, 128]. Popular trajectory inference approaches include Monocle [150], which builds a minimum spanning tree (MST) on cells after a dimensionality reduction step, and Slingshot [145], which builds a MST on cell clusters.

Once cell trajectories have been identified, it is desirable to produce models of the GRNs that control the observed dynamic processes. Computational modeling allows to give a mechanistic explanation for cellular processes observed through single-cell transcriptomics data. One way to model GRNs is to use continuous representations of entities, using differential equations or probabilistic models to explain the interactions within networks. Jang et al. [71] propose a probabilistic model of gene regulatory networks to explain a lineage tree of discrete cell states inferred through a Bayesian framework [53], and explore a sample of models that fit the data. Weinreb et al. [157] use differential equations to model GRNs from single-cell data, and explicitly address ambiguity in the model space through a choice of assumptions.

An alternative to continuous modeling of GRNs is the use of discrete models. Discrete modeling has the benefit of allowing exhaustive exploration spaces of models, and enables model inference methods that use symbolic reasoning to perform this exploration in a highly efficient manner. Woodhouse et al. [159] introduce the idea of viewing discretized single-cell gene expression data as states that a model must visit, and use symbolic reasoning to infer Boolean models from the data. The method makes the assumption that sufficiently many states have been observed in the input data to obtain a state graph that is connected by edges that change only one gene’s value at a time, and does not handle the case of missing states in the input. Lim et al. [91] approach the same problem using a local optimization procedure that uses a hill climbing strategy to modify an initial network. Unlike the work by Woodhouse et al. [159], this approach avoids the necessity to observe a connected state graph. However, as it is a local search procedure, it relies on the existence of a good initial network as a starting point for the search.

In this work, we investigate the identifiability of Boolean network models from single-cell data. We assess the robustness of model identifiability in presence of data imperfections, such as measurement errors and sparse data sampling, through an in silico empirical analysis that uses a realistic model of myeloid cell differentiation [88]. For this purpose, we use a collection of high-level and low-level model behavior metrics.

As part of our work, we developed KARME, a method to infer Boolean network models from single-cell data and cell trajectories. KARME leverages cell trajectories to construct a state transition graph on cells, and does not require all intermediary states to be observed in the single-cell data. KARME exhaustively explores the space of gene regulatory network models that satisfy a customizable set of optimality criteria and that maximally fit a set of weighted
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constraints derived from the inferred state transition graphs.

We evaluate KARME’s performance using metrics that quantify state graph construction success, and similarity between the behavior and structure of inferred models and the reference model. In our analysis, we make the following observations:

1. We find that model inference is especially robust against false positives in the input data when it is equipped with the knowledge of candidate stable states.

2. We observe that inferred models are able to generalize from input data on a wild-type execution to behavior under unobserved perturbations.

3. We investigate the impact of stable state knowledge on state graph construction and model synthesis by holding out stable state knowledge partially. We find that while state graph construction is not particularly hindered by the lack of data, the structural and behavioral quality of inferred models is affected when prior knowledge about stable states is partially missing.

We further characterize models enumerated by KARME by their distinguishability under previously unseen experimental conditions, and propose an experimental design approach that can suggest the next experiment to perform for user-defined model distinguishability metrics. We perform an experimental design analysis using two model difference metrics, comparing state reachability behavior and stable state behavior of inferred models. We identify Gata2, which is an early hematopoietic factor in myelod differentiation, as the gene whose perturbation leads to the maximum difference among inferred models. Our approach extends existing experimental design approaches through the joint handling of novel model difference metrics and model semantics allowing cyclic functional dependencies [9].

4.2 Overview

In this work, we are interested in the identifiability of Boolean network models of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) from single-cell data. We define identifiability as the ability to infer a semantically unique model given experimental data. Specifically, we build a workflow to generate in silico single-cell data from a simulation of a reference Boolean network model, exhaustively explore the space of Boolean models that agree with the generated observations, and compare inferred models to the hidden reference model through several behavioral and structural criteria. An overview of our approach is presented in Figure 4.1.

In Boolean modeling of GRNs, each modeled gene is either in an “off” or an “on” state. Together, the Boolean gene values constitute the state of a cell. Boolean networks capture combinatorial relationships between genes in a regulatory network, by modeling each gene as a Boolean function (Section 1.3).
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Reference model \( M_r : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\}^n \)
Initial states \( S_{init} \subseteq \{0,1\}^n \)

Non-deterministic simulation to generate \textit{in silico} input data (Section 4.3)

Simulated states \( S \subseteq \{0,1\}^n \)
Stable states \( S_{stable} \subseteq S \)
Simulation timestamps \( TS : S \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \)

Introducing data imperfections to model measurement error, sparse sampling, and partial stable state knowledge (Section 4.4)

Noisy single-cell observations \( O \)
Over-approximated (partial) stable states \( S'_{stable} \subseteq \{0,1\}^n \)
Cell trajectories \( T = \{T_1, \ldots, T_k\} \) where \( T_i : O_i \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, O_i \subseteq O \)

Building a graph of discrete state transitions (Section 4.5)

Directed state graph \( G = (V, E) \)
State weights \( W : V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{>0} \)

Synthesis of Boolean networks (Section 4.6)

All optimal models \( \mathcal{M} \)

Evaluation (Section 4.7)

Recovery of simulated states \( S \) by the state graph construction, similarity between models \( \mathcal{M} \) and the reference \( M_r \) under perturbations

Experimental design to find knockout studies maximally distinguishing models (Section 4.8)

Knockout experiments \( E \) maximizing the difference between models \( \mathcal{M} \)

Figure 4.1. Workflow overview.
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The cell differentiation mechanism can typically be modeled as a system that transitions from an initial progenitor state to multiple stable attractor states describing Boolean gene expression levels in mature cell types. Using the formalism of Boolean networks, modeling the differentiation mechanism requires an asynchronous schedule policy in order to achieve non-deterministic behavior, as the network must reach different stable attractor states when executed from the same initial state. The asynchronous Boolean network formalism has been used in previous work for modeling cell differentiation [88, 159, 91] (Section 1.1).

In the first stage of the workflow, an asynchronous Boolean network $M_r$ is used as a reference model to generate in silico input data. The model is executed from the set of initial states $S_i$ using an asynchronous update schedule, until all reachable states have been explored. The outcome of this execution is the set of reachable states $S$ and state timestamps $TS$ that maps each state in $S$ to an integer value corresponding to the execution iteration in which that state was reached for the first time. The reachable states $S$ correspond to a Boolean representation of single-cell gene expression measurements, while the timestamps $TS$ approximate the output of a cell trajectory algorithm applied to $S$. We define the set of stable attractor states $S_{stable}$ as the subset of reachable states that are mapped to themselves by each local activation function in the reference model $M_r$. In Section 4.3, we describe a modification to the execution model in order to more realistically model the system’s intermediary behavior between the initial and final states.

The simulation of the asynchronous Boolean network gives an idealized view of experimental data, lacking measurement errors, and representing all states that the model went through during execution. In practice, experimental data sets can have measurement errors, leading to false positive states in the input data, and can be subject to sparse sampling, leading to false negatives in the observed state space. In order to model such data imperfections, we sample noisy observations $O$ from $S$, given target type I and type II error rates. Each sample corresponds to an individual cell. Using the state timestamps $TS$ that map each Boolean state to a timestamp, we generate a single cell trajectory that maps sampled observations to pseudotime values, establishing an order over observations. Generally, there might exist multiple cell trajectories $T = \{T_1, \cdots, T_k\}$, corresponding to distinct cell lineages appearing in the data. Each cell trajectory $T_i : O_i \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ defines a total order over a subset of observations $O_i \subseteq O$. Furthermore, knowledge of the stable states $S_{stable}$ that the system must reach may be partial, such that the value of some genes are unknown in the stable states. We over-approximate these partial states to capture all possible valuations of the unknown gene values. Section 4.4 describes these data transformations in detail.

After we obtain the in silico data set that captures imperfections in the input data, we perform model inference to obtain the set $M$ of all models that agree with the data. KARME decomposes the model inference task into two sequential steps:

1. Building a state transition graph that represents a progression of cell states over time (Section 4.5). The output of this step is a directed graph $G = (V, E)$ where each vertex in
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V corresponds to a distinct Boolean state in \( \{0, 1\}^n \), and \( W : V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{>0} \), a mapping from vertices to weights, corresponding to the number of observations that map to each given state.

2. Synthesizing the set of models \( \mathcal{M} \) that capture the state transitions observed in the graph \( G \). \( \mathcal{M} \) contains all models that satisfy optimality criteria regarding fit to data and syntactic properties (Section 4.6).

Performing model synthesis using a state transition graph has two added benefits compared to synthesizing models using only initial and final states [85]. First, the state transition graph gives us more information for inference of functions, because it rules out certain transition orders. The observed transition orders induce particular dependencies between variables. Such dependencies are not necessarily visible when we only observe initial and final states, and inference from state graphs can produce models that generalize to unobserved experimental conditions from a single “run” of the system. Second, using a state graph for synthesis paves the way for an efficient model inference method, where the problem of synthesizing the Boolean network can be decomposed into the inference of each Boolean function independently from the other functions. In contrast, without the knowledge of intermediary states, functions must be jointly inferred through a symbolic encoding of the system’s execution.

We evaluate the output of both stages of model inference against the reference model \( \mathcal{M}_r \) and its noise-free simulation.

- To evaluate state graph construction, we compare the set of states captured by \( G \) against the simulated states \( S \).

- To evaluate the set of inferred models \( \mathcal{M} \), we measure the similarity of the inferred Boolean functions to the reference, and compare the behavior of inferred models to the reference under unseen perturbations.

- Additionally, we evaluate the impact of prior knowledge about expected stable states by performing hold-out experiments (Section 4.7).

Finally, we characterize the model space \( \mathcal{M} \) by searching for previously unobserved network perturbations under which inferred models exhibit different behavior. We identify perturbation experiments that lead to the maximum difference in the behavior of pairs of models, similarly to previous approaches to experimental design [9]. Adopting an enumerative approach to explore experiments, we demonstrate the value of using custom model difference metrics to highlight different key genes in modeled systems (Section 4.8).
4.3 Reference Model

We base our analysis on a well-established Boolean gene regulatory network model of myeloid progenitor cell differentiation [88]. Working with a synthetic model allows us to evaluate our two core algorithmic tasks: We can quantify the success of state graph reconstruction by comparing it to the state graph generated during simulation of the reference model, and we can evaluate model synthesis by comparing inferred models to the hidden reference model used to generate the data. Using simulated data also gives us the flexibility to vary noise and sampling characteristics of the data (Section 4.4), and evaluate their impact on our methods (Section 4.7).

This Boolean model aims to explain how the common myeloid progenitor (CMP) cell type is differentiated into four myeloid cell types: erythrocytes, megakaryocytes, monocytes, and granulocytes. Krumsiek et al. [88] identify and model 11 genes, which are transcription factors known to guide differentiation in this context. The model consists of one Boolean function for each gene, and is manually curated, based on a comprehensive literature survey ([88], Table 1).

The CMP cell type corresponds to what the authors call an “early, unstable undifferentiated state”. The work focuses on executions of the model from this state only. States upstream of the initial state are considered “physiologically irrelevant”, justifying the starting point of the modeled system. The four final cell types are stable attractors with respect to the Boolean model, i.e., all Boolean functions in the model map each final cell type state to itself. The correspondence between the expected cell types and Boolean states has been established by analyzing two independent microarray studies that give the expression profiles of the cell types.

Reaching all four cell types from the single initial state requires non-deterministic execution, since otherwise the model could reach at most one stable attractor state. As a result, the authors use asynchronous state updates for execution semantics (Section 1.3). Under this execution model, the Boolean model simulated from the initial state reaches four stable attractor states, which correspond to the four expected myeloid cell types.

The authors perform individual in silico knockouts (i.e. perturbation experiments) of each of the 11 modeled genes, and observe the set of reachable stable attractors for each knockout. Experimental data is available for 8 of the knockouts, confirming the model’s behavior in reaching the correct set of stable attractor states for each knockout ([88], Figure 5.B). The effects of gene overexpression experiments is also discussed, and compared to observations from literature ([88], Supporting Information S4).

This Boolean model has been used as an in silico benchmark in further research: Woodhouse et al. [159] use the model for benchmarking the performance of an inference method based on single-cell data, treating each state reached in the unperturbed execution of the model from the CMP state as a single cell observation. The Boolean function for one gene (C/EBPα) is semantically modified from the original model, due to syntactic limitations on Boolean expressions in [159]. The model has also been used as a benchmark in Lim et al. [91], where the authors take the model as a starting point and propose modifications to it through the use of additional single-cell qPCR and single-cell RNA-Seq data, via genetic programming. Yordanov
et al. [166] also use the model as a case study, proposing modifications to the original model to better match the expressed value of Gata2 in the megakaryocyte stable state. The authors use a symbolic synthesis approach, similar to [85], using the wild-type stable attractor reachability constraints. However, the behavior of the model under knockout or overexpression studies is not discussed.

**Adjusting the Execution Semantics**

We begin our analysis with a study of the state space produced by the myeloid differentiation model under asynchronous Boolean network semantics. While Krumsiek et al. [88] mainly focuses on the stable states that the Boolean network converges to, we are interested in the biological plausibility of the intermediate states that the model visits. As we will see below, the simulation leads to superfluous execution paths that do not appear to faithfully model the intermediate states that the system goes through. We propose a modification to the execution semantics to help prevent problematic execution paths, and use the modified semantics to produce input data for our evaluation.

Executing the asynchronous Boolean network model produces a state graph with 160 nodes that correspond to unique Boolean states, and 477 edges that correspond to state transitions that occur during model execution. We note that this differs from the 232 nodes and 789 edges reported by Krumsiek et al. [88], while it matches the state graphs produced by Woodhouse et al. [159]. In this state graph, we observe paths corresponding to the (up or down) regulation of one gene, followed by the regulation of another, immediately followed by the opposite regulation of the first gene. An example can be seen in the subgraph shown in Figure 4.2. In this example, we observe that Pu_1 is downregulated from state \( s_1 \) to \( s_2 \). Meanwhile, there is an alternative path from \( s_1 \) to \( s_2 \) that goes through two intermediary states \( s_3 \) and \( s_4 \). Along this path, EgrNab, which is a factor that represents an integration of Egr-1, Egr-2 and Nab-2, is first upregulated, and is then downregulated. If we use the execution steps in which a state is reached as a proxy for the time of observations, the above kind of behavior leads to unexpected relative temporal orderings of states. For example, if state \( s_1 \) is reachable at time \( t \), then \( s_2 \) can be reached at time \( t + 1 \) through downregulation of Pu_1. Meanwhile, as the alternative path shows, \( s_3 \) and \( s_4 \) are reached at times \( t + 1 \) and \( t + 2 \), respectively. At the same time, \( s_2 \) is reachable from \( s_4 \) at time \( t + 3 \). As a result, neither the minimum, nor the average time value for state \( s_2 \) allows us to properly orient the edge between \( s_2 \) and \( s_4 \).

To address this intermediary behavior issue, we propose two modifications to the execution semantics, resulting in a simpler state graph:

1. We allow distinct execution paths reaching the same state if their lengths from the initial node are equal. We only allow a unique, earliest time point for reaching each state. This condition prevents execution paths of the type described above, where an execution path leads to a state reachable through a shorter path.
2. We rule out states that cannot reach any of the stable attractor states that were reachable from initial states under the original execution semantics. This results in the removal of additional states without outgoing edges introduced due to the first rule.

We call this modified execution model the trimmed execution semantics. The state graph produced by the trimmed execution semantics can be seen in Figure 4.3. This state graph is a subgraph of the state graph produced using the original execution semantics, and contains fewer non-deterministic interleavings of function applications. It contains 33 nodes and 58 edges, as opposed to 160 nodes and 477 edges for the former state graph.

In Section 4.4, we use trimmed execution semantics to generate synthetic single-cell data in
our evaluation of the impact of sources of approximation on model synthesis. In Section 4.7, we use a hidden reference model that reproduces the trimmed state graph when it is executed with non-trimmed execution semantics. This new hidden reference model is obtained by running our synthesis procedure (Section 4.6) with the trimmed state graph as input.

4.4 Generating in silico single-cell observations

Our goal in this section is to generate input data that models measurement errors, sparse sampling, and partial prior knowledge about the stable attractor states that the system may reach.

The execution of the reference model $M_r$ from the initial states $S_{init}$, as described in Section 4.3, produces the set of states $S \subseteq \{0, 1\}^n$ that are reached during execution, and a function $T : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ that maps each reached state to the first execution step in which it was observed. $T$ represents a cell trajectory obtained through existing trajectory inference methods. We also define the stable attractor states of the execution as $S_{stable} = \{s \in S \mid \forall f_i \in M_r. f_i(s) = s\}$, i.e. the reachable states which are mapped to themselves by all local activation functions in the reference model $M_r$.

We transform the set of states $S$ to a multiset $O$, representing multiple single-cell observations. Distinct observations may map to the same Boolean state, corresponding to cells in which the same genes are expressed according to a Boolean view of gene expression. To generate $O$, we first sample $k$ instances of each state in $S$. We then remove observations from $O$ via random sampling until a target type II error rate is reached. Finally, we add noisy observations to $O$, obtained by introducing bit flips to states randomly sampled from $S$, until a target type I error rate is achieved. This gives us an input data set of single-cell observations with controlled amounts of measurement error and sparse sampling. We exclude the initial and stable state sets from our random sampling of states during this transformation, with the assumption that sparse sampling cannot lead to missing these key states abundant at the beginning and the end of execution, respectively.

The cell trajectory $T : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is transformed into $T' : O \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ by preserving the mapping of existing states, and defining the value for a noisy observation based on the state that was altered to obtain the observation.

During input data generation, we also optionally hide knowledge about the value of certain genes in the stable states. Precisely, to hide the value of gene $a$ in the stable state knowledge, we duplicate the states in $S_{stable}$ to include both values of $a$:

$$S'_{stable} = \bigcup_{s \in S_{stable}} \{s[a \mapsto 0], s[a \mapsto 1]\}$$
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4.5 State Graph Construction

In this section, we describe how KARMEN builds a directed graph \( G = (V, E) \) in which \( V \) is the set of discrete states that correspond to the observed single-cell measurements, and \( E \) is the set of state transitions that the system goes through. This state graph is built in presence of errors in the observed state space, i.e., missing observations and measurement errors.

Our goal is to obtain a state graph that uses edges with least Hamming distance to connect initial states with remaining states. This rules out using a simple approach where each state is linked with their immediate successors with respect to the cell trajectory information, since such an approach might lead to adding edges with large Hamming distance to noisy states. Instead, we design an iterative graph construction algorithm that prioritizes edges with least Hamming distance to ensure reachability, using the knowledge of both cell trajectories and the Hamming distance between discrete states.

The input components to the state graph construction are:

1. Single-cell observations \( O \): A multiset of Boolean states, in which each element corresponds to one cell. Multiple cells may map to the same discrete state.

2. Cell trajectories \( T = \{T_1, \ldots, T_k\} \): A set of partial functions that map observations to pseudotime values. Each trajectory \( T_i \) is a total order over a subset of measurements. Multiple trajectories represent branching lineages. Such cell trajectories are inferred by cell reordering algorithms.

3. Optionally, a candidate set of stable states \( S_{\text{stable}} \). If provided, all states without outgoing transitions in the constructed state graph must appear in \( S_{\text{stable}} \).

Cell trajectories as strict partial orders. In order to build state graphs in which edge orientations are consistent with cell trajectories, we transform the cell trajectories into a strict partial order \( \prec \) over discrete cell states. Conceptually, to relate Boolean states \( x \) and \( y \), we compare pseudotemporal values for all observations corresponding to each state on common cell trajectories. We say that \( x \prec y \) if and only if the pseudotemporal sample for \( y \) is not less than those for \( x \) for any trajectory, and there exists at least one trajectory for which the pseudotemporal values for \( x \) are less than those for \( y \).

Precisely, given cell trajectories \( T_i : O_i \to \mathbb{R} \), where each trajectory assigns pseudotemporal values to a subset \( O_i \) of all observations \( O \), we define the order \( \prec \) as:

\[
x \prec y \equiv \forall T_i \in T \ (x \in O_i \land y \in O_i) \implies p_{T_i}(y < x) > \text{threshold} \\
\quad \land \exists T_i \in T \ x \in O_i \land y \in O_i \land p_{T_i}(x < y) \leq \text{threshold}
\]

In the above, \( p_{T_i} \) is the probability of \( x < y \) given all the pseudotemporal values that correspond to states \( x \) and \( y \) in trajectory \( T_i \). This probability is computed by a sample comparison method, such as rank-sum or Kolmogorov-Smirnov.
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Finding initial states. Given a definition of a strict partial order over discrete states, the initial states are defined as minimal elements with respect to the partial order, i.e. there exists no state that is less than any initial state according to the order \( \prec \):

\[ I = \{ s : \nexists u, u \prec s \} \]

Iterative graph construction. State graph construction is an iterative procedure that aims to connect initial states to the remaining states by minimal Hamming distance:

1. Start with partial-order-minimal states as the initial vertex set.
2. Repeat until no more edges can be added:
   a) Saturation step: Add all \( d \)-Hamming edges from already reachable nodes to any node, where \( d \) is the least Hamming distance between a reachable node and any other node.
   b) Extension step: Add all \( d' \)-Hamming edges from already reachable nodes to currently unreachable nodes, where \( d' \) is the least Hamming distance between currently reachable and unreachable nodes. This step allows the graph construction algorithm to extend graph connectivity by considering multi-Hamming edges that cannot be added in the saturation step.
3. If a candidate set of stable states \( S_{\text{stable}} \) is provided, remove all graph nodes that do not have a path to any stable state in \( S_{\text{stable}} \).

This iterative approach allows us to build state graphs that connect states using edges that have as small Hamming distance as possible. Edges of a given Hamming distance \( d \) are only added to make it possible to reach states that could not be reached via edges with Hamming distance less than \( d \). We note that, due to the strict partial order \( \prec \) being transitive, the resulting state graphs may not contain any cycles. Our approach is akin to minimum spanning tree approaches to build cell lineage graphs [128], but differs from them in its handling of cells as discrete states.

In Section 4.7, we evaluate the performance of the state graph reconstruction algorithm by measuring its ability to recover the Boolean states \( S \) that appear in the original simulation.

4.6 Best-Fit Synthesis from State Graphs

In this section, we describe a synthesis procedure to infer mechanistic models that explain the progression of discrete cell states in a system over time. The input to the synthesis procedure is a directed state graph \( G = (V, E) \) with node weights \( W \). Our goal is to infer a set of asynchronous Boolean network models \( M \) that can reproduce \( G \) when it is executed from its initial states.
Fisher et al. [159] introduced the idea of viewing discretized single-cell data as a state space from which a Boolean network can be reconstructed. In this work, we generalize this approach to handle state graphs in which edges might connect pairs of states that are separated by a Hamming distance greater than 1. Additionally, while previous work relies on finding shortest paths from initial to final states to orient the state graph, we aim to maximally fit state transitions induced by $G$, whose edges have been oriented with the help of pseudotemporal information during state graph construction (Section 4.5).

The state graph $G = (V, E)$ induces a (partial) truth table for every modeled variable. For each state $v_i \in V$, if there is an outgoing edge from $v_i$ to $v_j$ along which the $k$-th gene changes its value, then this edge constitutes an input-output constraint for the activation function $f_k$ in the form of $f_k(v_i) = v_j$. If, on the other hand, $v_i$ does not have an outgoing edge along which gene $k$ changes its value, then we have a constraint of the form $f_k(v_i) = v_i$. A model in which each local update function satisfies all of its induced constraints is guaranteed to perfectly reproduce $G$ if it is executed from the initial states of $G$.

Meanwhile, it may be infeasible to represent the induced truth tables as Boolean update functions in presence of syntactic limitations on models, such as a bound on the depth of function expression trees. Imposing a limit on function complexity is both important from a scalability perspective, and can act a means of regularization to avoid overfitting to state graphs inducing inconsistent state transitions due to data noise. When such inconsistencies occur, our strategy is to bias satisfying state transitions between frequently observed states. We therefore derive constraint weights from the node weights $W$, and infer models that satisfy sets of constraints with maximal weight sum. The weight of the constraint induced by the edge $(v_i, v_j)$ is defined as the product of node weights $W(v_i) \cdot W(v_j)$.

A key strategy for the scalable synthesis of Boolean networks is the decomposition of the model synthesis task into the inference of individual local update functions. If each local activation function satisfies all of its input-output constraints induced by the state graph $G$, then they jointly form a Boolean network model that can perfectly reproduce $G$ when executed from its initial states.

In the remainder, we describe our approach to constraint satisfaction and resolving inconsistencies in the data, and we characterize the properties of the models $M$ that we enumerate.

**Transforming Multi-Hamming Edges for Synthesis**

The directed graph built using the state graph construction procedure described in Section 4.5 may contain edges between states that are separated by a Hamming distance greater than 1. We interpret these multi-Hamming-distance edges as independent transitions of multiple variables.

In order to achieve compatibility between multi-Hamming transitions and the asynchronous Boolean network execution model that schedules one local update function application at a time, we transform each multi-Hamming edge into a set of 1-Hamming-distance edges expressing an arbitrary interleaving of function applications. This transformation favors the inference of...
models that do not potentially get stuck in an intermediary state, depending on the order of function application.

Specifically, for each $n$-Hamming distance edge $(v_i, v_j$, we model all $n!$ paths by introducing an $n$-dimensional hypercube whose nodes correspond to variable flips from $v_i$ to $v_j$, and whose edges are oriented from $v_i$ to $v_j$. If a Boolean network model perfectly reproduces the state transitions along the hypercube, then its nondeterministic execution from the state $v_i$ will reach $v_j$ irrespective of the order in which local activation functions are applied.

**Viewing the State Graph as Hard and Soft Constraints**

The state graph $G$ induces two types of constraints for each variable $k$. For each vertex $v \in V$, $G$ induces a *switching* constraint for $k$ if $v$ has an outgoing edge along which $k$ switches its value, and a *looping* constraint if there exists no such edge. In this work, we treat switching constraints as hard constraints that must be satisfied by inferred models, and looping constraints as soft constraints that are maximally satisfied. This strategy prioritizes the reachability of states in $G$ (through the satisfaction of switching constraints), and provides a best-effort approach to avoid the production of states that are not in $G$ (through the satisfaction of looping constraints).

We define the weight of each constraint as the product of the weights of its endpoints. As a result, looping constraints induced by more frequently observed states are assigned a larger weight, and are prioritized in the synthesis process.

**Synthesis with Maximally Satisfied Soft Constraints**

Once we have weighted hard and soft constraints induced by $G$, we search for models that satisfy all hard constraints, and soft constraints with a maximal sum of weights. If the hard constraints for a variable are not consistent, we partition the set of hard constraints into maximally consistent subsets of constraints, and perform the synthesis procedure on each subset individually. The partitioning is a greedy procedure that expands the current subset of constraints with the constraint with the next largest weight, until all constraints have been considered.

For each hard constraint subset, we find a maximal set of soft constraints that are consistent with the hard constraints given the syntactic bounds on the model search space, i.e., the size of inferred Boolean functions. For finding a maximal set of soft constraints, we again adopt a greedy approach, considering each soft constraint by decreasing weight.

Once a maximally satisfiable set of constraints is obtained, we enumerate all minimal models that satisfy them. Model minimality is defined as each update function having (1) minimum expression tree height, and (2) the minimum number of variables in function expressions. Therefore, we obtain a set of models $M$ that is the union of all minimal models for each hard constraint subset and its associated soft constraint subset with maximal sum of weights.
4.7 Evaluating Model Inference from Imperfect Data

In this section, we evaluate the performance of model inference from single-cell data in presence of data imperfections. As described in Section 4.4, we model data imperfections as false positives and false negatives in the input data, as well as uncertainty about the potential stable states that the system being modeled is expected to reach.

As we work with \textit{in silico} data obtained by simulating a reference model, we are able to precisely quantify the success of both state graph construction and model synthesis steps. To evaluate state graph construction, we compare the inferred state graph $G = (V, E)$ to reference model simulation data before introducing data imperfections. To evaluate model synthesis, we compare the inferred models $M$ to the reference model $M_r$ both according to the similarity of inferred Boolean functions, and according to model behavior under previously unseen perturbations. As this section will present, this evaluation strategy allows us to observe that increased performance in state graph construction leads to better generalizability in model behavior.

Evaluating State Graph Construction

Evaluating state graph construction consists precisely in comparing the set of states recovered as the vertex set $V$ to the set of simulated states $S$ before introducing type I and type II errors to the input data. For each combination of type I and type II error ratios, we run five replicates of the workflow with different seeds for random number generation. We measure Boolean state recovery by computing the $F_1$ score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) where we compare $V$ against the ground truth $S$. We present results as heatmaps showing the median value over all replicates for each pair of type I and type II error ratios.

Figure 4.4a shows the $F_1$ scores for Boolean states observed in the noisy input. As expected, input data without any type I or type II errors (upper left corner of the graph) achieves a perfect $F_1$ score of 1. and the $F_1$ score decreases as we increase the type I or type II error ratio. Figure 4.4b shows the $F_1$ scores for Boolean states that appear in the state graph $G$.

We observe that state graph construction is particularly resilient against false positives in the input Boolean states, in the absence of false negatives. Upon closer examination, we observe that the last state graph construction step that filters out vertices that do not have a path to any stable state substantially removes false positive states introduced into the data.

We also observe an amelioration of the median $F_1$ score for high type I and type II error ratios in the reconstructed state graphs compared to input data (lower right quadrant). The breakdown of the $F_1$ score into the precision and recall components is shown in Figure 4.5b and Figure 4.6b. As this breakdown shows, both precision and recall scores are improved in the reconstructed state graphs compared to input data characteristics. We attribute the improvement in precision to the ability to exclude false positive Boolean states in state graph construction, and the improvement in recall, to the recovery of false negative states influenced by the higher
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Figure 4.4. $F_1$ scores for Boolean states as they appear in the input data, compared to $F_1$ scores for Boolean states that appear in the constructed state graphs. We observe that state graph construction is able to recover states in $S$ that do not appear in the input, for the cases where the input data contains false positive states but no false negative states.

amount of Boolean states observed (by addition of hypercubes of states to the state graph), even though some of the observed states are false positives.

Evaluating Model Synthesis

Next, we investigate model synthesis performance under the type I and type II error conditions explored above for evaluating state graph construction. In each setting, we compare the collection of inferred models $M$ to the reference model $M_r$ based on their dynamic behavior under the unperturbed and previously unseen, perturbed contexts. In addition, we compare the inferred Boolean expressions to their reference counterpart according to how similarly they behave on the same input, by comparing their truth tables. For our analyses, we approximate the set of inferred models by a random sample of 10 models from the enumerated solution space. In 301 runs out of 405 runs, there exist strictly fewer than 10 enumerated models; in 151 runs, a unique model is inferred.

We first measure the ability of inferred models to reproduce the stable state behavior of the reference model. For each inferred model, we compare the stable states reached by the model to those reached by the reference, and compute $F_1$ scores to quantify success. We perform this comparison for both the wild-type setting and the eight genetic knockout perturbations for which we have experimental evidence ([88], Figure 5b). Figure 4.7 shows the results in
Figure 4.5. Precision scores for Boolean states as they appear in the input data, compared to precision scores for Boolean states that appear in the constructed state graphs.

Figure 4.6. Recall scores for Boolean states as they appear in the input data, compared to recall scores for Boolean states that appear in the constructed state graphs.
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Figure 4.7. $F_1$ scores for stable state recovery by inferred models in the wild-type (unperturbed) case and knockout (perturbed) cases.

For stable state recovery in the wild-type case, we observe a pattern of success similar to the state graph construction success. We note that with the knowledge of desired stable states, it is possible to filter the reconstructed state graph to only include those specific states as nodes without outgoing edges, and the synthesis procedure is able to find models that can reach the stable states and avoid making transitions from them. For the case of previously unseen perturbations, we note that synthesis is able to generalize to accurately predict stable state behavior under knockout experiments. For large values of the type II error ratio, we observe an improvement in predicting stable states in the perturbed settings compared to the wild-type setting. We attribute this to the smaller set of stable states reached by the reference model in perturbed settings, making it easier for inferred models to capture the expected stable states.

We then extend this analysis to the recovery of all reachable states via model execution. Figure 4.8 shows the $F_1$ score for the Boolean states reached by executing inferred models against the reference reachable states. We observe that synthesized models are able to generalize from the wild-type case to the previously unseen perturbations. We also observe better reachable state reproducibility for higher ratios of type II errors, compared to higher ratios of type I errors. To get more insight into this pattern, we break down the $F_1$ scores into precision and recall scores in Figure 4.9. This breakdown shows that while the models can achieve good recall for high amounts of false positives, the precision score greatly reduces the $F_1$ score in this setting.
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Figure 4.8. $F_1$ scores for reachable state recovery by inferred models in the wild-type (unperturbed) case and knockout (perturbed) cases.

(a) Wild-type reachable state recovery
(b) Knockout reachable state recovery

Figure 4.9. Precision and recall scores for reachable state recovery by inferred models in the wild-type (unperturbed) case.

(a) Wild-type reachable state precision
(b) Wild-type reachable state recall
We further evaluate the inferred models $M$ by comparing the inferred Boolean activation functions to the reference functions in $M_r$. We define two function similarity metrics. The first metric, $\text{similarity}_b$, measures the similarity between each inferred Boolean function and its reference counterpart according to the number of input states for which the two functions produce the same output value. We perform this comparison on the set $S$ of states that are reached by the reference model $M_r$. Precisely, the similarity between the Boolean functions $f_i$ and $f'_i$ is defined as:

$$\text{similarity}_b(f_i, f'_i) = \frac{|S_{\text{match}}|}{|S|}$$

where:

$$S_{\text{match}} = \{s \in S : f_i(s) = f'_i(s)\}$$

The second similarity metric we compute, $\text{similarity}_{I/O}$, abstracts over the structure of Boolean functions and compares an inferred model $M$ to the reference model $M_r$ based on the set of input-output dependencies that appear in the local activation functions. To do this, we aggregate all input-output pairs over the local activation functions of a model, define the input-output pair similarity between two models as the Jaccard index (intersection over union) of the two input-output pair sets.

Figure 4.10 shows the median function similarity results over all inferred models in all replicates for every combination of type I and type II error ratio parameters. The function behavior similarity metric $\text{similarity}_b$, which evaluates inferred functions according to their behavior on the set of simulated states $S$ (in contrast with the full state space), shows a high degree of correspondence between the inferred models and the reference for low levels of false negative states (Figure 4.10a). Behavior similarity is lowest for the highest amounts of type II errors in the input data. This corresponds to cases where we see also the worst state graph reconstruction performance, due to the reconstructed state graph $G$ missing the largest amount of simulated states (Figure 4.6b). We observe that the $\text{similarity}_{I/O}$ metric is lower in absolute terms, since it evaluates inferred models based on functional dependencies that are not necessarily observed in the input (wild-type) execution of the system.

**Impact of Stable State Knowledge**

Since we observed a high impact of the knowledge of candidate stable states on the recovery from high amounts of false positive states, we extended our analysis to evaluating the effect of partially hiding the stable state knowledge in the input. The set $S_{\text{stable}}$ is a set of Boolean states that correspond to gene expression values observed in mature cell types. This knowledge can be obtained by measuring mRNA expression levels in each mature cell type ([88], Figure 4). Our methodology for removing partial stable state knowledge is to make the input stable states partial, making individual genes’ value unknown in the set of stable states $S_{\text{stable}}$ (Section 4.4).
Figure 4.10. Similarity of inferred functions with the reference model.

We hide each variable’s value individually in the stable states, and in each case, we aggregated evaluation metrics over a range of type I and type II error ratios. We limited this range to type II error ratios of $0$ and $0.1$, focusing on the cases where the input data may have a high amount of false positive states, but always has a low amount of false negative states.

Figure 4.11 shows the $F_1$ scores for Boolean state recovery in reconstructed state graphs. This analysis does not show a significant difference in graph construction performance when values of individual genes are held out from the input stable state knowledge. However, as we expand our analysis to evaluating the behavior of inferred models, we notice decreased performance when knowledge about certain genes are held out. Recovery of stable state behavior is worse in most cases where we hold out a single gene’s stable state values, with the exception of EKLF. (Figure 4.12). We note that the value of EKLF only changes on execution paths that lead to a single stable state in the original model execution, which may explain why holding out knowledge about its stable state behavior does not affect algorithm performance. For the rest of the genes, decreased performance is due to changes in both the precision and recall of recovered stable states (Figure 4.13).

Finally, we analyze input-output pair similarity between inferred models and the reference model when stable state knowledge about individual genes is held out. Similarly to our analysis of stable state recovery, we observe a decrease in performance when an individual gene’s value is hidden in the stable state knowledge, for all genes except EKLF. Our analysis reveals the importance of stable state knowledge in recovering the structure and the end-to-end behavior of inferred models.
Figure 4.11. $F_1$ scores for Boolean states recovered by state graph construction, for partially hidden stable state knowledge.
Figure 4.12. $F_1$ scores for stable state behavior recovery in the wild-type and knockout cases, for partially hidden stable state knowledge.

Figure 4.13. Precision and recall scores for stable state behavior recovery in the wild-type case, for partially hidden stable state knowledge.
Figure 4.14. I/O pair similarity of inferred functions with the reference model, for partially hidden stable state knowledge.
4.8 Experimental Design with User-Defined Objectives

In this section, we investigate the ability to distinguish between inferred models through perturbation experiments. Our goal is to design in silico methods to guide the experimental process, and reduce the ambiguity in the model space as a result.

In order to design an experimental design approach, we need to define a space of experiments that can be performed on models, and a metric to measure the difference between models under a given experimental condition. The language of experiments can typically be defined as all combinations of gene mutations [85, 9]. An example distinguishing factor between models is the difference between stable state behavior of models for a given mutation. With the help of symbolic solvers, one can efficiently find mutation experiments for which there exists non-deterministic executions of distinct models leading to different stable state outcomes, without explicitly enumerating all models [85]. Furthermore, if the modeling formalism is restricted to non-cyclic models that are executed deterministically, one can formulate an integer linear programming task that symbolically searches for the experiment that leads to the maximum stable state difference between any two models in the solution space [9].

In this work, we propose an experimental design approach for distinguishing asynchronous Boolean networks with cyclic dependencies. Our approach allows for user-defined model difference metrics. As we show below, considering alternative model difference metrics can reveal key entities in inferred models, which may not be identified by solely observing the stable state behavior of models. Similarly to [9], we identify experiments that enable observing the maximum difference between pairs of models among all inferred ones; unlike [9], our approach can handle cyclic, asynchronous Boolean network models.

We tackle the challenge of identifying maximum difference experiments for user-defined model difference metrics for asynchronous, cyclic Boolean network models, using an approach that performs an enumerative exploration of mutation experiments on an explicitly enumerated set of inferred models. We note that symbolically searching for maximum difference experiments without explicitly enumerating experiments and models would pose a substantial challenge, since it would require a symbolic encoding of end-to-end model behavior, and a symbolic characterization of model difference metrics. The scalability of our synthesis approach relies on the decomposition of the model synthesis task into the synthesis of individual local activation functions, without a symbolic representation of whole execution traces.

For our analysis, we define the space of experiments as single-gene knockout studies, where the knockout experiment for gene $a$ consists in overriding the Boolean function $f_a$ with the Boolean constant function false, and executing the model from the set of initial states in which $a$’s value has been set to false as well. We define two criteria for distinguishing a pair of models under the same experimental condition. The first metric compares the set of stable states reached by each model, and the second one compares the set of all states reached during execution. For two sets of states $S_1$ and $S_2$, we define the distance metric to be $1 - d(S_1, S_2)$, where $d$ measures the Jaccard index between two sets. The distance between two models is 0 when the set of
predicted states are identical, and it is 1 when the sets are disjoint.

We limited the maximum size of inferred Boolean functions to expression trees of height 3, and computed the maximum model difference among synthesized models across the range of type_I and type_II error ratios explored in Section 4.7. For each error ratio combination, we ran five replicate runs. In each setting, we analyzed the space of models for the two model distinguishability metrics. Figure 4.15 shows model distinguishability results according to the dissimilarity between reachable states, and Figure 4.16 shows the results for the dissimilarity between stable states.

We observe that in the absence of noise in input data, the six inferred models are indistinguishable from each other through single-gene knockout experiments, because they produce the same set of states when simulated under each perturbation. To distinguish among these models, it is necessary to exercise different execution paths through a perturbation to the initial states, or to perform multiple-gene knockout experiments.

For each run replicate with noisy data, we choose the knockout experiment that achieves the maximum difference between pairs of models among all inferred models. If there exists no such experiment for a replicate, we omit the results. We observe that using the reachable states difference metric identifies Gata2 as a key gene: The Gata2 mutation is the most distinguishing experiment in most cases (Figure 4.15a), and the maximum model difference it achieves ranks higher than most other single-gene mutation experiments (Figure 4.15b). This observation is consistent with the fact that Gata2 is an early hematopoietic factor in the differentiation of myeloid progenitors, and plays an active role in the differentiation of the common myeloid progenitor cell type into all four myeloid cell types 4.3.

When we perform the same analysis with the stable state model difference metric, we do not observe any genes that has a comparable impact in distinguishing inferred models (Figure 4.16). We note that this metric compares state sets of relatively smaller size than the reachable states difference metric, and as a result produces fewer distinct model difference values.

This analysis illustrates the significance of the ability to explore user-defined model difference metrics, as different metrics may differ in their ability to identify key genes for experimental design.

### 4.9 Conclusion

Discrete modeling of biological systems enables efficient model synthesis approaches that can exhaustively explore spaces of models that are consistent with experimental data. We presented an investigation of Boolean network synthesis from single-cell measurements, focusing on the impact of data quality and prior knowledge on the performance of model inference. Additionally, we described an experimental design approach that explores a space of perturbation experiments for user-defined model difference metrics.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Nb. most dist. exp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gata2</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gata1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scl</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pu_1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gfi1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cebpa</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fli1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKLF</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cJun</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EgrNab</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Number of most distinguishing experiments

(b) Maximum model distances for most distinguishing experiments

Figure 4.15. Maximum difference results for each knockout experiment, based on the difference between set of reachable states. The analysis identifies the mutation of Gata2, an early hematopoietic factor, as the most distinguishing experiment in 42 cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Nb. most dist. exp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pu_1</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gata1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cJun</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gata2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cebpa</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKLF</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scl</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gfi1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fli1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EgrNab</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Number of most distinguishing experiments

(b) Maximum distinguishing experiments

Figure 4.16. Maximum difference results for each knockout experiment, based on the difference between set of stable states.
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Our empirical study on an *in silico* model of myeloid differentiation showed that knowledge of stable states of a system can boost synthesis performance in situations where there is a high degree of false positive observations in the input data. Furthermore, our analysis showed the value of customizability of model difference metrics, revealing key players in modeled systems when novel distinguishability metrics are used.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis explored program synthesis approaches to model biological systems from various types of experimental data, prior knowledge, and domain-specific assumptions. We presented three systems for the automated inference of Boolean network models. Using symbolic reasoning, our methods exhaustively explore spaces of models, and help guide the experimental process for refining the computational models that express the current biological knowledge about the modeled systems.

We expect improvements in the quality of experimental data (e.g. a decrease in data noise, and an increase in data resolution) to have a positive impact on the performance of automated model inference methods. Furthermore, as we showed throughout this dissertation, the declarative nature of specifications in program synthesis approaches makes them amenable to asserting an increasing amount of prior knowledge, coming from increasingly varied sources of data.
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